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Elkins: County
construction
debt paid off

temps are
expected by
week's end

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The county's debt on construction of the Calloway
County Jail was paid off this
week and fiscal court magistrate
are expected to eliminate the
jail tax from
property tax
bills beginning
Jan. I. 2009.
Judge

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
ld Man Winter's sudden freezing foray
into
MurrayCalloway County will begin
to thaw today as the temperature ricec inwIre A cool, but
more seasonable 40-degree
mark with the mercury ticking
even higher near 60 degrees
by Friday and Saturday.
However temperatures will
again drop well below freezing on Sunday and Monday
before turning more moderate
by mid-week next week.
According to nrws officials
this morning, the temperature
is expected to rise to around
35 today under cloudy skies
with the possibility of some
rain expected. The low is
expected at 33 degrees.
A high and a low around 48
degrees is expected on
Thursday along with showers.
On Fnday, a temperature
around 62 is forecast with
partly sunny skies. A low of
36 degrees is forecast. A high
around 54 expected on
Saturday with a low of 29
under partly sunny skies.
However temperatures will
drop to a daytime high of
around 30 degrees on Sunday
under partly cloudy skies with
the mercury dipping as low as
16 degrees overnight Sunday
and Monday. On Monday,
sunny skies are expected as
clouds move out of the area.

O

ExecutiveLarry Elkins
said during a
court meeting
Tuesday night Elkins
that the county
paid off the last $2.3 million
cost of the project with a check
this month allowing the debt to
be paid in full in 16 days.
"The check has been issued,
the documents have been signed
and for all practical purposes the
jail is paid for," Elkins said.
"We'll eliminate the jail tax
starting January L"
In other action, magistrates
approved the creation of two
new standing committees that
will be charged with aiding the
court in tackling tough fiscal
issues expected as the state and
national economy continues in
recession. The two boards
include a finance committee and
an audit committee.
"This will create a more formalized approach to solving
some problems we may face in
the near future," Elkins told
magistrates.
Members of the finance committee include Elkins, County
Treasurer Anita Gallimore, and
magistrates Eddie Clyde Hale

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Tmes

BROTHERS ON A MISSION: Luke Roth 11, (above) and Jay Roth, 13,(below) are pulled on a sled behind a four-wheeler
doyen by each other. Tuesday in Murray. The two were enjoying their day off from school at Murray Elementary hours after
two inches of ice and snow covered roadways of Murray Monday night.

II See Page 2A

II See Page 3A

Calloway County youth visits Disney World
Dream Factory
honors wish of
5-year-old girl
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
As its name makes cicar:, the
Dream Factory is in the business
of making dreams come true.
Recently, they granted the wish
of visiting Disney World to 5year-old Calloway County resi-

S.11

—

FRANKFORT, Ky (AP)
— Kentucky's state park
system would be spared
budget
for
cuts
but
now
could face
future layoffs and
closings
under Gov.
Steve
Beshear's Beshaar
plan to offset a hulking revenue shortfall, an official said
Tuesday.
Officials do not plan
funding cuts for the parks
because they are considered
economic drivers, said

IN See Page 3A
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Ky. state parks
spared budget
cuts for now

dent Natalie Thomas.
Janice Harris, the Paducah
area coordinator, said the Dream
Factory is the second largest
organization in the country that
grants wishes for seriously ill
children. She said it has 38
chapters in the United States
and that each one helps children
within a 60-mile radius.
Natalie's mother, Jennie
Thomas. said her daughter was
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Back at home the Thomases relax on the couch, after their trip to Disney World. Pictured,
above from lett are Shauna. Jennie, Natalie. Neil and Camry.
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•Fiscal Court ...
From Front
and Johnny Gingles. Members
of the audit committee include
Elkins. Gallimore. magistrates
Bobby Stubblefield and Connie
Morgan. It will also include
County Planner Dawn Gaskin.
Also. magistrates approved an
ordinance on second and final
reading
allowing
West
Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corp. Inc. to establish a non-exclusive franchise
agreement with the county. The
agreement will allow the company to expand services to
include additional communications services including multichannel video programming and
high-speed Internet access. The
company current serves 19.000
customers with telephone services in the county.
The agreement will allow the
company to use county right-ofways. County Attorney David
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tiamngton prev iously told the
court that the county has been
provided with a $2.500 ...heck to
COS LI. costs; hoNeVer

all lees

will be paid to Frankfort.
Harrington said the agreement
would benefit the county by
quaranteeing quality of telephone. % ideo and internet services to residents.
Also. magistrates:
• approved Elkins appointment of Bobby Stubblefield.
Florence Hudspeth, Bob Regan,
Steve Lax and Warren Hopkins
to the Senior Citizens board.
• considered a petition from
county residents Mary and
Edwin Smith to close a short
section of Watts Road located
south of New Concord. Before
the court takes action on the
petition. Elkins appointed two

independent judges in the matter. Signs will be posted within
one mile of the section. A public
notice will be published in the
Murray Ledger & Times and a
public hearing on the matter will
take place before the court takes
action on the request.
• approved a request from
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr.
for the county to participate in a
state funding program that will
allow the preservation and
clean-up of some local historic
cemeteries.
Magistrates also approved a
resolution that will allow local
emergency management, law
enforcement and other entities
to be reimbursed expenses paid
to mitigate damage cause by
high winds that blasted through
the county earlier this year.

State Parks ...
From Front

emment services or programs
Tourism. Arts and Heritage would be affected by the immeSecretary Marcheta Sparrow. diate 4 percent cuts have trickBut without more money, up to led out since Beshear's
300 state workers could eventu- announcement last week.
ally be laid off. Sparrow said.
Sparrow said her agency.
"It generates revenue, it has which has a $51 million general
a huge economic impact in the fund budget.
would be facing a
state and we cannot just walk
cut of about 5875.000 in the
away from them," Sparrow said.
current fiscal year that ends
"We have a major infrastructure
investment for the people of the June 30. Parks would not be hit
Commonwealth of Kentucky in that round, she said.
Meanwhile, the Kentucky
and we have to take care of
that."
Historical Society could see
Kentucky. with its $456.1 more than $273,000 slashed.
million budget hole, is not alone That includes scaling
back eduamong state governments with
cational tools that were being
dire economic forecasts.
planned as part of the state's
Arizona and New Jersey, for
example, are each facing budget Lincoln Bicentennial, Sparrow
shortfalls estimated at more said. Funding for various art
than SI billion. Maine. among programs --- such about
others, is also facing a revenue $142,000 for the Kentucky Arts
shortfall estimated to top $140 Council — would also face cuts,
million.
Sparrow said.
In Kentucky. Beshear has
Officials are also considerproposed cutting spending in
ing closing the state's eight welmost agencies by 4 percent. He
also has suggested boosting the come centers twice a week.
MICHAEL DANN ' Leacer &
state's cigarette tax by 70 cents Sparrow said.
Still,
if the economy worsens
a pack, doubling other tobacco
taxes and three-day unpaid fur- or more money doesn't come in, Hermitage Place has beer Santa-tized
as Santa Claus windsocks hang from mailboxes in the
loughs for all state employees.
some state parks would face clo- southwest subdivision of Murray Tuesday morning
hours after two inches of ice and snow covSpecific details of what gov- sure. Sparrow said.
ered roadways overnight
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J.H. Churchill

We are proud to serve
this community and truly
appreciate your trust in us.
May the coming
season bring peace
and contentment for
you and your loved ones.
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Santa Project,
Tiger Christmas
pickup days are
drawing near

Youth ...
From Front

Sten Report
The pickup days for the
Calloway County Schools'
Santa Project have been extended until Friday while Murray
Independent Schools' Tiger
Christmas will allow pickup,
until Monday because of di,
winter weather this week.
Santa Project coordinator
Michelle Hansen said the original pickup days for families
were Wednesday and Thursda)
but they will last until Frida%
because of school being can
celed Tuesday and Wednesday.
Parents whose children arc
signed up for the program can
make a pickup at the BB&T
Chestnut Street branch from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. today through
Friday.
"Some parents without child
care couldn't come by yesterday
because they wanted to keep the
Photo Provided by Family
gifts a secret," Hansen said.
Natalie Thomas said her favonte experience in Disney World
Tiger Christmas coordinator
was getting a makeover to look like Snow White at the Bippity
Julie Stone said she had hoped
Boppity Botigue, which is pictured here.
to get all the items picked up by
Friday, but understood that some
parents and sponsors might have
been delayed because of the
school closings.
"We should have everything
wrapped up by Monday lot
sure," Stone said.
Anyone wishing to donate to
the Santa Project can send to
"The Angel Fund" at 1169
Pottertown Rd. and can call 7627333. Tiger Christmas donations
can be sent to the Murray
Family Resource Youth Center
at 208 S. 13th St. and can call
759-9592 or 753-6565.

horn with an illness known as
Dandy-Walker
Syndrome.
According to the National
Institute
of
Neurological
Disorders and Stroke's Web
site, it is "a congenital brain
malformation involving the
cerebellum (an area at the back
of the brain that controls movement) and the tluid-filled
spaces around it." The symptoms of the illness vary but can
include slow motor development and can also affeLt intellectual development.
Jennie said that Natalie was
diagnosed when she was three
months pregnant. Although one
would never know it from
briefly meeting the bright.
happy girl. Jennie said Natalie
has the development of a 3year-old and only learned to
walk last year. She has a shunt
that circulates the fluid on her
backside at all times so that her
brain doesn't swell, her mother
said.
Jennie said a former preschool teacher of Natalie's.
Kathy Salazar. submitted her
name to the Dream Factory.
After the family was informed
that Natalie would receive her
dream trip. Jennie and her husband, Neil Thomas, asked her
where she wanted to go.
Because Natalie is such an
undemanding child, they had to
explain to her that she could
choose to go literally anywhere.
"At first when you asked her
where she wanted to go, she'd
say Wal-Man or McDonald's."
Jennie said laughing.
The family of five, which
includes 6-year-old Camry and

10-year-old Shama. were on
the all-expense paid trip for so.
days. returning December 6.
They stayed at the Give the
Kids a World Village outside
Orlando. While there. the sisters
could have ice cream any time
of day and Natalie got to put her
name on a star to he included on
the ceiling of the World Castle
of Miracles along with all the
other children who have stayed
there.
The family visited the Magic
Kingdom. where they ate lunch
with Disney characters and
watched Cinderella's castle get
lit up for Christmas. They went
to the Animal Kingdom. rode
the E.T. ride at Universal
Studios Florida and saw the dolphins at Sea World. They wore
tags indicating that they were
there on a Dream Factory trip.
which meant that every park
catered to anything they wanted.
"Any character that would see
her tag would grab her right
away and take her backstage,"
Neil said.
Natalie said her favorite
moment was going to the
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Convention member churches is
cutting its budget, freezing hiring and postponing capital projects.
The Couner-Journal reported
Southern Baptist Theological
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Photo Provided by Family

The Thomas girls enjoy a meal with Disney characters,
including Dale of Chip and nalo fame

Seminary officials expects less
funding from donors and want
to limit any tuition increases.
The newspaper said seminary

Sifts For
Your Golfer!

President Albert Mohler sent a
letter to the seminary community, saying the school's deficit
could reach $3.2 million —
about 9 percent of its current
budget of $36.9 million.
Mohler said Southern is trimming expenses by reducing
travel, freezing hiring for noncritical positions and other
measures, expected to cut
spending by $1.7 million.
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Single Membership %/unlimited cart use • $1450
(absolutely the best value golf in the area)
Single Membership - $500
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Another round of reductions is
expected after the first of the
year and Mohler projected those
may include layoffs.

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

.Stocking stutters:
Gott balls, hats, divot tools.
hearicovers. and more!
-How about a raw pair of golf shoes?
*Gift certificates also available!

Call 270-809-2238
www.murraystate.edu/millergoll

*MU 16 lielitt
Your carrier will deliver the paper as long as it is safe to travel.
Please understand. the safety of our carriers is very important to us.
We will do our best to deliver the newspaper to you.
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With joy in our hearts, we wish all our
customers,friends andfamilies a truly
joyous holiday season.
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LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)— A
Louisville seminary that trains
pastors for Southern Baptist

their

Disney
characters, which
included hair, makeup and is
tunics. Natalie was Show
White. Camry was Cinderella
and Shauna was Jasmine from
"Aladdin." Standing in her In
ing rooni last week. Natalie
repeatedly pointed to the photo
of her in costume as she grinned
widely.
Harris said the Dream Factor)
Is unusual in that most of it,
organizers are %iilunteers. There
are only lour paid employee,.
which means that 90 percent of
the donations they receive go
directly toward funding children's wishes, she said.
The Dream Factory was started in Hopkinsville in 1980 and
now has its national headquarters in Louisville. Natalie
Thomas is the 331st case for the
Paducah area, which opened in
1983. Anyone wanting to make
a donation or submit a child's
name can call (2.70) 441-7611.
Harris said.

From Front
the mercury will drop to a high
and a low forecast to hit 21
degrees. More moderate temperatures in the 30s and 40s are
expected during Christmas
week with the possibility of
snow mixed with rain on
Tuesday.

Boutique.

her and her sisters a

II Weather ...
Baptist seminary
cuts budget,
expects layoffs

Boppius

vv loch gave
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Corn in
a box

9•

This might seems an odd nails. The
Column for Christmastime, but visitors.
this is a season of faith, for whether
faith, whether that faith involves friend
or
believing in Santa Claus for a stranger.
small child, or believing in the gave to them
laying of the Christ child in a the
same
manger.
advice.
Several years ago. I drove They would
to the Center for Southern Folk- invariably
lore in Memphis to meet and compliment
hear
Kate
Campbell, a the couple on
country/folk singer/songwriter their gumpBy James
whose father had been my pas- tion—very
Duane Bohn
tor at a church in Nashville nice,
very Ledger & Times
during my college days. I like
nice indeed. Columnist
Kate Campbell's music because these
tiny
she deals with themes and top- plots of cultivated earth, tiny
ics in which I am interested: plots producing actually an
the South, History, faith, and abundance of produce. But
the strangeness of the world then, the fanner visitors would
in which we live. In concert, say, almost in passing, "But
the stories she tells between you know, you can't grow corn
each number remind me of the in a box. Just believe me:
way soloists in my father's small you just can't grow corn in a
Baptist churches would pref- box."
ace each Sunday morning's speWhen Kate Campbell heard
cial with a personal testimo- her friend's story, she wrote a
"We got married on Winter is a season of losses. Flowers how
we can
ny, a practice that in my child- song about it. "Some things
"the deepest grace of winter
Solstice, the longest night of wilt and die, leaves fade from
live our last
hood always made me squirm. change." she sings, "some
is the faith that there will be
the year." Nancy H. said with brilliant colors to drab browns
years with joy
With Campbell, however, the things won't; the more we
et another spring."
a
good-nat
ured grin.
and blacks. Trees are stripped and purpose.
stories extend the songs, as know, the more we don't."
"Winter Grace" is a good
To me, Winter Solstice mTant bare. At night, outlined against
she discusses the genesis of each
The chap"Evolution's almost through unremitti
book to read as the year draws
ng
cold
and
depress- a cobalt sky, the branches seem ters of "Win_number. I now know her songs
There ain't much left that ing
to a close. It deals honestly
darkness, but the mischie- to be reaching toward heaven
'setter, because I know how we can't do
ter Grace" are
with the losses that age
vous
glint
in
Nancy's
dark
eyes
in supplication, helpless against stepping
;he wrote them, and why.
Seems like a paralox
inevitabl
y brings, but it also prohelped
me understand there was the cold.
r: Her song. "Corn in a Box."
stones on a
You can't grow corn in a
vides reassurance. Ample refanother
way
to
look
at
DecemA
theologian and a counselor. path
:lad been a mystery to me. box
that
erences to scripture and poetber 21.
Kathleen Fisher asserts that the leads
' Although I liked the tune, I
Still can't grow corn in a
ry enrich the opportunities for
The same might be said for need for spiritual perspective accepta t: Main Street
was not sure exactly what she box."
nC
reflection.
getting
older.
By
Constan
ce
meant when she sang, "You
is felt most urgently as peo- and
Someone told Campbell that
underWhich brings me back to
Alexander
I am reminded of that as I ple get old. Moreover, as life standing
can't grow corn in a box. Still the futility of the experiment
of
Winter Solstice and the optiLocal
can't grow corn in a box." had something to do with pol- read "Winter Grace," a con- expectancy increases, individ- the positive
mism of my old friend Nancy.
Columnist
That night in Memphis she lination. A few stalks of corn templation on spirituality and uals need to anticipate the chal- possibilities
She
looked into the darkness
explained the origins of the simply would not do. Corn aging by Kathleen Fisher
lenges longer life presents.
that accompaand saw the possibilities.
"Winter Grace- is the kind
song.
Her friend had just production required more than
ny our later years. Fisher begins December 21 was a perfect night
bought, along with het hus- a few stalks, rows of corn in of book you want to read with
The statistics she cites are with an overview of spiritual- for
lovers: I just had not bothband, their first house in Birm- order to produce the needed a highlighter. So many stark compelling. In 1990, about 32 ity and aging. and
then moves ered to flip the coin to see
ingham. They received as a pollination for productive and
beautiful truths are million Americans were 65 or on to other
topics: wisdom, what was on the other side.
wedding present, a book about growth. The songwriter pre- expressed. readers will be older. By 2020, there will be memories
, dependence and
"Winter Grace" was pub"square foot gardening." You ferred to let it remain a mys- inspired to quote them. For more than 52 million in the independ
ence, love and sexu- lished by Upper Room Books.
know—how to plant a cottage tery. It's really very simple, example. in the first chapter 65+ group: and by 2030 more
ality, older women, humor and Nashville. It is available through
garden in square foot. boxed- whether we understand it or Dr. Fisher says: "At every point than one in five American
s hope, loss and dying. The final amazon.com.
out plots of ground: squash not.
in the human journey, we find will be 65 or older. And while chapter
is entitled ResurrecRead Main Street online at
in one small section, tomatoes
You just can't grow corn in that we have to let go in order scientific and medical advance- tion.
www.murrayledgercom. Conanother. The newlyweds decid- a box. Campbell knew from to move forward. and letting ments have added
extra years
According to Kathleen Fish- tact the columnist directly at
ed to try it out, but no one her own experience. and I know go means dying a little."
to our life spans, very little er, resurrection is a concept cons:ane
mic-sander@newwave
really understood why the cou- from mine, that as much as
She points out that winter has been done to determine that sustains
Christians. because comm.net.
ple decided to plant the plots we come to appreciate and
in their front yard for all the depend on science and techworld to see. Along with other nology, there are some things
;vegetables, they planted corn. in life that we accept by faith
.1Yes, corn! Only two stalks alone as—the laying of the
Nobody ever wants to raise protect
'or so had room to grow in Christ child in a crude manger,
youth smoking rates, and it's
Just in the four years that
the tiny plot. And the corn for instance. You just can't taxes. In politics as in regular education.
costing us dearly.
I've
served in the Legislature.
life,
that's a given.
health care
did grow, a few feet tall any- grow corn in a box, and it's
The American Heart Asso- the Medicaid budget has risen
But
desperat
e
times
often
and
public
ciation estimates that 7,7(X) from $4.3 billion (FY 2005)
:way.
as simple as that. It might require unappeal
ing decisions. safety from
Kentuckians die each year from to $5.1 billion with a growing
: In mid-summer, though, the be a mystery to this non-sciand Kentucky is now facing the
cuts
tobacco-related causes. Smok- deficit (FY 20091. That's
:couple began to receive front entist, this non-farmer. but I take
nearthe worst fiscal crisis in a gen- that
the
ing is to blame in 23 percent ly a 20 percent increase in just
:door visitors at not too infre- it on faith.
eration.
rest
of
state
of all deaths in Kentucky every four years. Meanwhile, the
:quent intervals. Some of the
Duane Bolin teaches in the
With an immediate $456 governyear. We also lead the nation Medicaid population has grown
:visitors they already knew— Department of History at Mur- million budget
shortfall threat- ment has
in lung cancer, and we have by about 7.7 percent during
alma farmers, real farmers, not ray State University. Contact ening to undo the
progress already
one of the highest rates of pre- the same time.
of the square foot variety, but him at duane.bolin@mur- we've made in a number
of absorbed
mature and underweight babies,
Legisla
tive
We can't do much to con:sun burnt fellows in overalls, raystate.edu
areas. Governor Beshear has and will
which is largely due to smok- trol health care inflation or
Update
with dirt under their fingerthe
asked the General Assembly to continue to
ing during pregnancy.
national economic situation. But
By Rep. Melvin
consider increasing the 30-cent face.
It
hits
us
hard in the wal- we could save a lot of MedHenley
cigarette tax by another 70
As
a
MI RK 11
let.
icaid money if people would
D-Murray
cents. Most of the shortfall public
Every year, tobacco use leads quit smoking, and that
could
would be plugged with cost- health
to $1.5 billion in health care be achieved with the promptreduction measures such as pro- matter, the U.S. Surgeon Gen- expendit
ures in this state. It ing of a cigarette tax increase.
gram cuts and state employee eral has said that a tobacco costs
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
Kentucky taxpayers $599
Now, it's true that any
furloughs.
tax increase is one of the most per household per year.
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
decrease in smoking rates will
Raising the levy by 70 cents. effective strategies for reducThe state Medicaid program reduce the amount of revenue
Mon. — Fri. 7:30 a.m. — 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
as the governor suggests, would ing smoking rates. Studies have spends
$487 million per year the state receives from the
generate $81.5 million in the shown declines in smoking rates on smoking
-related illnesses, tobacco tax.
final few months of the cur- in every state that significant- which is
Alice Rouse. Publisher
aniuse0murray ledger.com
exacerbating existing
The governor says he picked
rent
fiscal
year.
Over
a 12- ly increased its cigarette tax.
Greg Travis. Editor
problems in the budget-bust- the 70-cent increase because
editor(amurray ledger.com
month
period, it's estimated to
This is important because ing program that provides lastChris WOodall. Advertising Mgr.
ads4emurray ledger.com
economists say that's the breakraise $144 million.
Kentucky has the highest rate resort health care to the state's
Jill Stephens. Classifieds Mgr.
classified@Tnurrayledger.com
ing point above which diminThe
governor
says
these
new
of
tobacco
use in the nation, poorest citizens.
Ashley Fierier. Circulation
circulation(amurray ledger.com
ishing returns occur due to
revenues are the only way to including one of the highest
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Obituaries
Buford 0. Rowlett
Buford 0. Rowlett, 94, Murray died Tuesday. Dec. 16,
2008 at
9:50 p.m. at Spnng Creek Health Care.
,
An Army veteran of World War II. he was a
. retired carpenter. His wife, Pauline Herndon
Rowlett. preceded him in death. Born Aug. 5. 1914.
in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Elmer Rowlett and Floriene McCagc Rowlett
McCuiston. Survivors include one daughter, Dell
Marie Avery and husband. William C.. Ashland City,
Tenn.: one
son, Don Rowlett and wife. Glenda. Murray: four grandchildr
en;
two great-grandchildren. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home
is in charge of arrangements Online condolences may be
made to
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

'11w

James Rudolph Smith
Lillie!, Rudolph Smith, 90. Fairlane
Drive, Murray. died Tuesday,
Dec. 16. 2(8)8. at 8:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health
Care. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Mrs. Winnie F. Williford, 81, Paducah, died Monday, Dec
IS.
2008. at 4:15 a.m, at her home. Retired from South Central Bell,
she
was a member of Victory Assembly Worship Center
and of
Telephone Pioneers where she was an active leader in the Women's
Prayer Group. She was a volunteer for the American Quitters
Museum and Hope Unlimited and a past member of the Order of the
Eastern Star.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Robert M. Williford
Sr., her parents, Andy Walter and Daisy Mae Dixon Flan, six sisters
and two brothers.
Survivors include one daughter. Amy Rose Williford, Paducah;
two sons. Robert M. Williford Jr. and wife. Julie. Louisville, and
Phillip D. Williford and wife, Lynda. Paducah; four grandchildren.
Jeremy Williford and wife. Amy. Union, Crystal Williford,
Louisville, Andy Williford and wife, Stacie. Winchester, and Ashley
Williford, Murray; two great-grandchildren. Alden and Avery
Williford, both of Union; one sister. Clarcie Bush, Cookeville,
Tenn.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m, in the Lone Oak Chapel
of Milner and Orr Funeral Home. Rev. Joe Vance will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Woodlawn Memorial Gardens. Online condolences may be made to www.milnerandon.com.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Grace Annalene Terrell Braboy

Car, home buyers to benefit from Fed rate cut
VtASHINCi ION (API Consumers trying to buy a house
or finance a car loan could be the
big winners as a result of the
Federal Reserve's decision to
slash its target interest rate to
nearly zero and take other steps
to battle the financial crisis and
worsening recession.
But analysts caution that any
upturn in the economy is still
months away.
The Fed on Tuesday
announced that it was reducing
its target for the federal funds
rate to between zero and 0.25
percent, down from 1 percent, a
level that was already the lowest
target rate in a half century.
And the central bank pledged
to use "all available tools" to
fight the current downturn. It
said it was likely that rates
would be kept at "exceptionally
low levels" for some time to
come.

"The Fed has taken some
very historic steps and for the
first time since this crisis began.
they have gotten ahead of expectations instead of trailing behind
them," said Mark Zandi, chief
economist
at
Moody's
Economy.com.
The Fed's announcement
sparked a big rally Tuesday on
Wall Street, with the Dow Jones
industrial average jumping 360
points. or 4 percent, as investors
were pleasantly surprised by the
Fed's resolve to aggressively
attack the country's economic
woes.

The funeral for Mrs. Grace Annalene Terrell Braboy will be
Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz.
Burial will follow in Green Hill Memorial Gardens, Hopkinsville.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4108 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Arthritis Foundation,
P.O. Box 96280, Washington, DC 20077 or National Parkinson
Foundation, 1501 NW 9th Ave., Miami, FL 33136-1494.
Mrs. Braboy, 84, Cadiz, died Monday. Dec. 15. 2008, at 9:45
a.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz. She was of Baptist faith. A
former Sunday School teacher and former member of Trigg County
Riding Club. she had retired from Hoplcinsville Clothing.
Survivors include her husband, Herbert Braboy; one daughter,
Louise Sanderson and husband. Jimmy. Cerulean: two grandchildren, Randy Sanderson. Benton, and Lea Ann Lawrence and husband, Steven. Bloomington, Ind.; three great-grandchildren, David,
Kelsey and Alex Lawrence; one brother, George Edward Terrell,

Louisville.

Paid Obituary
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In Asia, markets climbed
higher Wednesday. Japan's
Nikkei 225 stock average rose
44.50 points. or 0.5 percent. to
8,612.52 after initially rising 1.1
percent, and Hong Kong's Hang
Seng Index rose 2.2 percent to
15,460.52.
Meanwhile, the Commerce
Department on Wednesday
reported that the deficit in the
broadest measure of American
trade fell more than expected in
the third quarter as an export
boom helped offset an increase
in oil imports.
The current account trade
deficit, which represents the
amount of money the U.S. is
borrowing from foreigners. fell

by 3.: pet-vent to 1•1.4
in the July-September quarter.
That was a better showing than
economists expected. and the
deficit is likely to continue
falling as the U.S. recession
lowers demand for foreign
goods.
Economists cautioned that
even with the Fed's bold moves
it will take months for the economy to stabilize given that ills
confronting the worst financial
crisis since the Great Depression
and a yearlong recession that is
already the longest in a quartercentury.
The news on the economy is
expected to get worse before it
gets better. Businesses, which
have already cut nearly 2 million
jobs since January, keep laying
off workers in the face of slumping demand.
The government reported
Tuesday before the Fed rate
announcement
that
home
builders slashed production in
November by 18.9 percent, the
biggest drop in nearly a quarter
century, pushing activity down
to a record low annual rate of
625,000 units as the woes in
housing. where the current economic troubles began. showed
no signs of abating.
Economists were optimistic
that the central bank's moves
Tuesday to cut interest rates and
pledge other efforts to unfreeze
frozen credit markets will translate into significantly lower
interest rates for consumers.
Commercial banks responded
immediately to the Fed
announcement by cutting their
prime lending rate, the benchmark rate for millions of consumer and business loans, by
three-fourths of a percentage
point to 3.25 percent, pushing it
to the lowest point in more than
a half century.
Home mortgages, rates on
consumer credit cards, auto
loans and student loans were
also expected to decline in the
weeks ahead based on the Fed's
commitment to use "all available tools" to make credit more
available.
The Fed in the weeks since
the credit crisis struck with force

ii
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number of new programs to
greatly expand its own lending
programs, promising to provide
up to 5600 billion to purchase
debt issued or guaranteed by
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and
other government-backed mortgage companies.
The Fed has also pledged to
lend up to $200 billion to support securities backed by credit
card loans, car loans and student
loans, all in an effort to get those
markets functioning more normally.
In its statement, the Fed
pledged to keep working to get
credit into the economy through
these programs and additional
programs if needed. It specifically mentioned the purchase of
longer-term Treasury securities.
The Fed's massive expansions
of its loan programs have
already pushed its balance sheet
of loans from $900 billion in
September to $2.2 trillion currently.
The new pledges had an
immediate impact on bond markets where the possibility of
heavy purchases by the central
bank sent yields on Treasury
securities falling sharply.
"The Fed has decided to
flood the economy with money
in the hopes that it will be lent
and spent," said Sung Won
Sohn, an economist at the
Martin Smith School of
Business at California State
University, Channel Islands.
Sohn predicted that 30-year
mortgage rates, which have
already fallen a full percentage
point since late October to now
stand at 5.47 percent, could drop
by another percentage point in
coming weeks to around 4.5 per-
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Cletus Colson
The funeral for Cletus Colson will be today (Wednesday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Matthew and Austin Payne, Gwinn
,
Jones, Charles Jackson, Carl Smith and Harvey
Hayes. active. and Cainron Colson, Justin Kimbro
and Brian Lewis, honorary. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery. Visitation is now at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New
Veterans Memorial, Chestnut Street Park. P.O. Box 827, Murray,
KY 42071.
Mr. Colson, 86, Holiday Drive, Murray, died Saturday. Dec. 13,
2008, at 5:45 am. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. An Army
veteran of World War 11. he had retired from the former Murray
Division of the Tappan Company. He was a member of Glendale
Road Church of Christ. Preceding him in death were one son,
Ronald Sanders Colson, and four sisters, Lovella Boyd. Lorene
Jackson, Treva Jones and Nell Outland. Born Oct. 16, 1922. he was
the son of the late Joe Sanders Colson and Evie Ellis Colson.
Survivors include his wife, Wanda Adams Colson, to whom he
was married March 14, 1947, in Murray; one daughter. Cynthia
Hayes and husband. Harvey. Dallas, Texas; two sons, Thomas
Wayne Colson and wife. Doreen. Murray, and Kevin Adams Colson
and wife, Jessica, Wichita. Kan.; one sister. Hilda Pennington,
Murray; six grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
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auto loans and credit card deb
would also come down.
"Ilie bottom line is that con
fidence has deteriorated to suet
an extent that the Fed is willint
to take these extraordinar)
steps." Sohn said.
But Sohn and other analyst!
still look for the recession to las
until next summer. The overal
economy AS measured by the
gross domestic product shrank a.
an annual rate of 0.5 pereett ir
the third quarter and many analysts believe it will be a mudmore severe downturn of arounc
6 percent in the current quarter
with continued GDP declines ir
the first and second quarters oi
next year.
If the recession ends flex.
June. as some economists an
forecasting, it will have lastec
18 months, making it the longes,
downturn since the Grea'
Depression.
Businesses cut more than • i
half-million jobs in Novembei
alone, pushing the unemployment rate to a 15-year high ea
6.7 percent. Many analyst!
believe that unemployment wil
surpass 8 percent by late next
year before an economic recovery has picked up enough stem
to stabilize employment.
The weak economy is helpint
to keep a lid on prices. The goy.
ernment reported Tuesday tha
consumer prices fell by a recorc
1.7 percent in November a!
gasoline and other energy prices
continued to plunge. The Fec
noted that "inflation pressures
have diminished appreciably," i
development that gives the central bank maneuvering room 6
focus on boosting growth.
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Governor's School for
the Arts now accepting
applications for summer

American Legion Post #73
plans meeting on Saturday

Dec/cling

ISciituck (enters (iris el-nor'. School for the Arts is
cur-tenth accepting applications
tor its summer 2009 session.
The program. which celebrated its 20th anniversary in
2007. welcomes approximately 210 high school sophomores
and juniors to spend three weeks
in a college campus setting to
locus on one area of the students choice within the realm
of the creative arts.
The deadline to submit applications is Wednesday. Dec.31.
2008. Applications can be
accessed online at www.kentuckygsa.org.
Students have the option of
attending one of four different
audition locations:
Morehead State University
Morehead- Feb. 28, 2009
Transylvania University -Lexington - March 6 and 7.
2(X)9
Sacred Heart School for the
Arts - Louisville - March 13
and 14. 2009
Murray State University !Murray - March 20 & 21.
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thought into what we
"think- someone eke will lose does take a
senair. amount lit thought and energy
Es ersone is looking tor the magic of
Chnsinu, tor it all to he "nigrri, and
Sright
We want to help each cit you in ins way
we can to make that special someone smile
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parts in last seats timid or leasing from
+riot Just b) changing to some sparkling
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www dk-ke:ley corn
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Students accepted into the
program after the audition and
interview process will be notified in April. The 2009 class
will take place June 21 - July
II at Trans Is ants University
in Lexington.
The Governor's School for
the Ans reaches many culturally and socially underserved
young people. and gathers students from cities to suburbs.
farms and coal fields - covering every corner of the Commonwealth. The three week program provides intensive college-level training and instruction in nine arts disciplines:
architecture, creative writing.
dance, drama, musical theatre.
instrumental
music, vocal
music, new media and visual
an.
The success of the program
has been noticed far beyond
the state's borders. Originally modeled after programs in
other states when it was first
conceived, the current program
itself has been hailed as a pos- Mr. and Mrs. David
Jones
itive model for arts education
Lea Walker and David Jones, both of Murray, were marand now serves as an example for other states and organ- ried on Friday, Sept. 19, 2008, at Kenlake State Resort Park.
The bride is the daughter of Jim and Rhoda Travis of
izations. The National Conference of Governor's Schools Oxford. Ark., and Renita and Frank Berry of Rapid City. S.D.
The groom is the son of Ed and Ginger Jones and Dale
has recognized the program as
a leader and model program. and Eve Adams, all of Murray.
Jeffery Reed officiated at the wedding.
and in 2(X)6. the Governor's
Brittany Walker of Murray was the maid of honor.
School for the Arts received
Bridesmaids were Nicole Dick and Augusta Walker. both of
the Governor's Award in the
Murray.
Arts Government Award.
Mark Jones of Murray served as best man.
The program has built a
Groomsmen were Dave Eidson and Don Thrift, both of
strong reputation during its 21
Murray.
year history:
A reception was held at the pavilion overlooking Kentucky
Over 3.800 students have
graduated from the program Lake.
The bride is a licensed practical nurse at Spring Creek
since 1987.
The program has served stu- Health Care and the groom is employed at Briggs & Stratton.
dents from 120 counties
throughout the state during this
time.
FRANKFORT. Ky. — Gov.
Major McElroy will be
Each year. college level arts Steve Beshear has directed that interred
on Thursday at Arlingtraining is provided to approx- flags at all state office build- ton National
imately 226 high school soph- ings be lowered to half-stall governor has Cemetery. The
directed that flags
omores and juniors.
on Thursday in honor of Major at all state office buildings be
Currently, there are about John Lee McElroy. a member lowered to
half-staff from sun1.500 applicants applying for of the United State Air Force. rise to sunset
on that day.
the program each year.
Major John Lee McElroy,
Gov. Beshear encourages
The Governor's School for of Eminence, was killed in individuals, businesse
s. organthe Arts is one of relatively action on May 12, 1968. His izations and
government agenfew similar programs through- remains were recently recov- cies to join in
this tribute.
out the country. and is per- ered after having been missInformation is available at
haps the only one managed by ing since his plane crash in www.governocky.g
ov/flagstaan arts institution. In 1987, Vietnam 40 years ago.
tus.htm.
The Kentucky Center for the
Performing Arts and the Kentucky Department of the Arts
introduced the Governor's
School for the Arts (GSA) officially inaugurated under
Governor
Martha
Layne
Collins' administration. Originally, the program was founded to address the needs of an
undcrserved population, the
state's artistically gifted and
talented young people.

Governor orders flags at half-staff

To place an
ad call
753-1916 c(i )
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Photo provided
FRED AWARD: Teresa Butler, left, was presented a FRED
award at the recent faculty meeting at Murray Middle School
by Lou Carter, MMS principal, right, for going above and
beyond in her job as attendance clerk. Principal Carter said
"Butler is always there for everyone and we can depend on
her for everything."

American Legion Post 073 will meet Saturday at the Legion Veterans' Hall, located at 310 Bee Creek Dr., Murray. The
meeting is being moved from Thursday to
Saturday because of the holidays.
A brief business meeting will start at 7
p.m. followed by a Christmas buffet. All
Post 073 members are also reminded to
bring their donated gifts for the Resource
Centers to the hall on Friday from 5 to
Jo's
9 p.m.
All members are welcome. For more inforDatebook
By Jo Burkeen mation call Post Commander Duane Brown
at 227-6652 or 753-8985.
Community
Editor

Hazel Club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center for its annual Christmas party.
Elaine Paschall will give the devotion and Janice Wilkinson
and Tina Ward will be hostesses.

Rotary Club to meet Thursday
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai's Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 7535171.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or
210-4173.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting today (Wednesday)
at 3:30 in the media center.

CCHS Football banquet planned

Calloway County High School Football Team will hold its
2008-2009 banquet on Saturday. Jan. 10, at 6 p.m. in the large
ballroom of the Murray State University Curris Center. The
cost will be $15 per person and all reservations are due to
Football Coach Josh McKee! by Friday, Jan. 5. For more information call Coach McKee' at 762-7374, ext. 114.

Lady Laker group plans event

Calloway County High School Lady Laker Softball team
will have a rebate day and evening today (Wednesday) at Sirloin Stockade.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse, vision and glaucoma screenings today (Wednesday)( from 1 to 3 p.m. at Burton's Service Station, Lynn Grove; on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. at Subway, Puryear. Tenn., and from to 3 p.m. at C-Mart.
Hazel.

City lists closing days
City of Murray offices will be closed at noon on Wednesday, Dec. 24, and will reopen on Friday. Dec. 26. If you have
an emergency contact the Murray Police Department at 7531621 or 911.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Darnell has Christmas Village

Damell's Christmas Village is located in a house by the
home of Prentice and Ethelene Darnell, 1014 Peach Orchard
Rd., located off Ky. Hwy. 121 North. If persons were unable
to attend the opening, call 753-2361 or 293-0903 for an appointment.

Local schools plan project

The Murray Bank is serving as a drop off point for both
the Murray Independent Schools" Tiger Chnstmas and the Calloway County Schools' Santa Project. Persons are encouraged
to bring unwrapped toys and place them in the designate
d
boxes located inside the lobby of each bank office at 405
S.
12th and 700 N. 12th St. Monetary donations will also
he
accepted with donation envelopes available on site.

Cookbooks available
"Celebrating 100 years with Recipes & Remembrances,"
the
limited-edition 100th anniversary Murray Woman's Club
cookbook featuring favorite recipes of club members, is
available
for $14 at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce.
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Mr. and Mrs. McMinn in 1958
Jim and Nancy McMinn will be married for 50 years on Saturday. Dec. 20,
2008.
They were married at First Baptist
Church, Ina Bena, Miss.
Their children are Louanne McMinn.

Mr. and Mrs. McMinn in 2008

Lebanon, Tenn., Tommy McMinn, Newburgh, Ind.. and Carolyn Pennington and
husband, Brian, Murray.
Their grandchildren are Paul and Jessie
McMinn of Newburgh.
Their children and grandchildren will

Richard and Judith Fuqua

host a reception in their honor on Sunday. Dec. 21. from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
McMinn's home at 714 Main St., Murray.
Relatives and friends are invited. The
family requests that guests not bring gifts.

Local youth win honors at KDA Points Banquet
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Local youths honored at
Kentucky Department of Agriculture Points banquet
Three Calloway County 4H
youth
were recognized at the
Kentucky
Department
of Agriculture Points
Banquet for
their accomplishments
Extension with their
livestock.
Notes
their knowlBy
and
Ginny Harper edge
their
perCalloway
formance in
County Agent
the
Show
for 4-H/Youth
Ring
in
Development
showmansnip.
"More than 300 youth show
goats and participate in the
program and more than 2000
goats were tagged in 2008." said
Jason P'Pool, UK Extension
Associate for Youth Livestock
Program
Calloway County had 15
youth participate in the Showing. Judging and Skill-a-thon.
These youth learned new infor-

ri
11.

mation, learned to solve problems and identify many concepts in the livestock industry.
Justice Wisehart received
sixth place in state in over all
Junior Skill-a-thon. fourth in
Overall Junior Livestock Judging, and ninth as the Star Junior
in Judging. Skill-a-thon and
Showmanship.
Audree Harper placed fourth
overall in market goats, sixth
overall goat showmanship.
fourth overall in junior skilla-thon, fifth overall in livestock judging, sixth overall goat
exhibitor, and third overall Star
Junior in Judging. Skill-a-thon
and Showmanship.
Megan Harper placed first
in breeding does, first in breeding bucks, second in goat showmanship, third in skill-a-thon,
second in livestock judging.
eighth overall goat exhibitor,
and first overall Junior Star
Exhibitor in Judging, Skill-athon and Showmanship
Harper Farm was also recognized as the second place
breeder for the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture Kentucky Proud Program.
Upcoming events:
•The Dusty Spurs are meet-

ing on Dec. 19 for a potluck
and to elect officers. All interested are welcome to attend.
The club is bringing items for
the Henson family of Hazel
and will present them to them
that night
• Jewelry Making Class
will meet Monday, Dec. 22,
from I to 3 p.m. for beginners and I to 4 p.m. for intermediate learners. Cost of class
will be $12 and limit will be
10 in class.

GOLDEN POND,Ky — The
Administrative Office and the
Golden Pond Visitor Center at
Land Between The Lakes(LBL)
National Recreation Area will
be closed Thursday and Friday, Dec. 25 and 26, and
Thursday, Jan. 1, 2009, in observance of the holidays.
The Elk & Bison Prairie,
Wranglers Campground. and
Turkey Bay OHV Area will
remain open during the holidays. Please "Call Before You
Haul" (924-2000) or visit
www.lbLorg and click on "Trip
.Planning" to check on any trail
closures due to wet weather conditions.
Land Between The Lakes
is managed by the Forest Service. U.S. Department of Agriculture, in partnership with
"Friends of LBL" to provide
public lands outdoor recreation
and environmental education.
We encourage visitors to review
our website at www.lbLorg each
• season, and throughout the season, for our Calendar of Events.
updates on programs and policies, and temporary traii and
• road closures. Additional LBL
information is also available
on our website or by calling
1-800-LBL-7077 or 924-2000.

You can find out more about
"Friends
of
LBL"
at
www.friendsoffiblorg.
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Rebecca & Wade Andrews
Soon & Richard Burkeen
Holly & Jeremy Bolls
twee &LaMon Barrow
Eno &Joey Ouzel!
Penny & Micky Bogard
Nikki & Ben Casey
Haley Edwards & Bobby Agoero
Ashley & Michael Fitter
Hotly & PJ Georgia
Minam & Jason Htll
Amber & Roger Houk
TON JakOtib & Myna) Brown
bones

Brit anyen & Chrisre 8,K ng n
Amami McGt•
Fox
Kacy Morgan & Denk Moist
Brittany Morgan & Kevin Thom
Lee & Bran Overbey
Pet), &(ire; Pocjor
Ashley & Ben Rigdon
Kimberly & 7ustto Rogers
Dawn Shekel! & Ed Young
Lauren & Shown Smee
XAchelle & Jon Wuest
Jessica Elkus & 7.1 Scott
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The Calloway County Cooperative Extension Service is
open Monday to Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The phone
number is 753-1452 and the
fax is 759-4243. The Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding from the Murray-Calloway County United
Was The office will be closed
from Dec. 14 to Jan. 2 lot
the Christmas Holiday.
Educational programs of the
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service serve all people
regardless of race, color. age,
sex, religion, disability, or
national origin. University of

vni rinnre

LBL gives holiday schedules

Kentucky. Kentucky State University, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and Kentucky counties. cooperating.

Richard and Judith Fuqua will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday. Dec. 20. 2008. The family will celebrate with a dinner at Patti's at Grand Rivers,
Mr. Fuqua and the former Judith Jordan were married Dec.
20, 1958, at the home of Bro. Harvey Lynn Elder who also
performed the ceremony.
Their attendants were James Wilson and Norma Doores who
were also married at this time.
Mrs. Fuqua is the daughter of Georgia Jordan and the late
Julian Jordan. She is a homemaker.
Mr. Fuqua is the son of the late L.L. and Eva Fuqua. He
is retired from General Tire, Mayfield.
They are the parents of Hal and Todd Fuqua and the grandparents of Holly. Courtney and Lane Fuqua.

www edtvardiones corn

We want to be your neighborhood bookstore - a fresh, comfortable place
to waken the senses, inspire academics,
and excite the community.

1203 A Chestnut Street
1270/ 761.1100K 12701 761.2665
Store Hours:
Monday-Saturday 6:00 am - 8:00 pm
Sunday 12:00 pm - 5.00 pm
www.uniyersitybookandbean.com
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ServiceNews
Army Pvt.
Stephen Pace
graduates
from training

/1vayemenl

Army Pvt. Stephen W. Pace
has graduated from Basic Combat training at Fort Sill, Lawton. Okla.
During the nine weeks of
training, the soldier studied the
Army mission and received
instruction and training exercises in drill and ceremonies.
Army history, core values and
traditions, military courtesy,
military justice, physical fitness, first aid, rifle marksmanship. weapons use, map readPhoto prosioel
ing and land navigation, foot
marches, armed and unarmed TIGER TAGS: Murray Elementary students earn a gold tag when they have received 10 tiger
combat, and field maneuvers tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for Success. Janet S. Caldwell, principal,
presents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub News program each morning
and tactics.
Students
Pace is the son of Chrissie receiving the award Nov. 24-25 and Dec. 1-2 were, from left, first row. P1,
Kevin Xu
L. Scott of Woodlawn Ave., Mackenzie jaggers, Elizabeth Patterson. Grace Gannon,
Gaige Jacobs. second row. P2
Murray, and Willie Pace of David Schwartz, Greyson
Janow, Janet Pacheco, Kylie Guynn. Macrae Cagle, Tommy
Natcor Drive. Dover, Tenn.
Waldrop, Savannah Richey and Perry Owens. Not pictured are Lee Taylor and
Caroline Bray

I )organ-Carpenter and Jones
NI.. NI.ti•iha

Carpenter ti Murray announces the
of her daughter. Megan Leigh DorganCarpelitcr iii Jason Wallace Jones. son of Jimmie and Margie
Jones ol Murray. The bride-elect's father is the late Rev. Dr.
Nlickey Cai renter.
"I he hilde-elect is the granddaughter of the late Marshall
(Tug :aid Mildred Dorgan and Ronald and Virginia Carpenter
(it evv bern. Fenn.
I he ,r:io,m-elect is the grandson of the lae Edward Thompson, the late Pocahonas Nance and the late Sebem and Edna
Jones.
Miss Dorgan-Carpenter received her bachelor of science and
master of science degrees from Murray State University. She
is now employed by Lockheed Martin
Mr. Jones received his bachelor of arts degree from Murray State University in 2006 and is studying for his master of
divinity degree at Vanderbilt University. He is serving as pastor of Bethel and Brooks Chapel United Methodist Churches
in Calloway County.
The wedding will be Saturday. Dec. 20. 2008. at 2 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church. Murray. Al! relatives and friends
are invited.
mart-talle

Lamb presented scholarship
GEORGETOWN. Ky. —
Senior Lacey Lamb. a chemistry tuaturibinlop minor from
Murray. recently received a
5+1.000 scholarship given by
the Woman's Association of
Georgetown College.
She is y ice president of the
Chemical Honor Society. a W.I.

Lewis Pre-Med Scholar and
one of President Bill Crouch's
President's Ambassadors.
Lamb is the daughter of
Steve and Jane Lamb of Alm°.
and the granddaughter of the
late Clint and Doris Greer ot
Almo.
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Pictured at right is Lacey Lamb with Dr. Macy Wyatt. presi,
dent of the Woman's Association and a former chairman of
the psychology department. and Whitney McClain Hopperton
fellow 2008-09 scholarship recipient and a senior from
Mayfield.
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Owensboro historic walking
tour to debut in January
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By KEITH LAWRENCE
Owensboro Messenger -inquirer
OWENSBORO. Ky. (AP) —
What Owensboro now calls
"downtown" was the original
settlement of 1816, a town that
stretched from what is now J.R.
Miller Boulevard west to Walnut
Street and from the river south
to Fourth Street.
There's a lot of history in those
streets.
Guerrilla fighters burned the
courthouse in 1865. Several
people were lynched on the
courthouse lawn through the
years.
Hogs, geese, sheep and cattle
were driven through city streets
on their way to the wharf on the
Ohio River. Public baptisms
drew thousands to the riverfront.
The last public hanging in the
United States took place downtown in 1936.
Houses of prostitution sprang
up within sight of downtown
churches.
Downtown's history will
begin to come alive in January,
when the Owensboro-Daviess
County Convention & Visitors
Bureau debuts a new downtown
historic walking tour.
"Obbie Todd, a physical education teacher at Apollo High
School, has been working on it
for about two years," said Karen
Miller, executive director lf the
visitors bureau.
"We'll have the tour recorded
on MP3 players that people can
check out in our office at no
charge," she said. "They just
have to listen to the instructions
and follow the tour. It takes
about 30 minutes."
Todd has written two trail
guides for the David C.
Adkisson Greenbelt Park.

"I worked with Sue Fos.
the Greenbelt project coordinator, on those." he said. "And I
had started working with her on
this walking tour of downtown
when she was still Main Street
manager."
When Fowler moved over to
work at the visitors bureau, the
walking tour moved with her.
"I interviewed people who
lived downtown during the
Great Depression and people
who saw the hanging." Todd
said. "I interviewed about 40
people."
He learned about Monkey
Town. an illegal gambling area
near the current state ofiice
building at Second and
Frederica streets, and about the
red-light district that was at the
current entrance
to the
Executive Inn property.
"We were second to Louisville
in the production of bourbon at
one time," Todd said. "Every
step you take is filled with histoBut the history "has never
been put on tape before so people can follow our rich history
downtown," he said.
"Distillers used the underground aquifers in their whisky
long before OMU discovered it
for drinking water," Todd said.
"And the Catholics came to
Owensboro originally to work in
the distilleries."
He talks about the days when
people could get married in Reo.
Ind., at age 14 or 15. That was
back before the Glover C. Cary
Bridge was built downtown and
ferry boats shuttled people from
Kentucky to Indiana and back.
"He talks about celebrities,
bluegrass, the river, architecture," Miller said. -A lot of cities

Lois. Some do driving
tours and some do walking
tours. A few do both."
Todd said he hikes the
Appalachian Trail every year
and reads the trail guides.
-They're kinds dry," he said.
"After I read them. I said, 'I can
do this.' Every piece of land has
history if you'll just research it.
I hope to give it enough color to
make it interesting."
The city is helping foot the bill
for the $1,303 cost of the program, Miller said.
"Sue Fowler and I walked the
program and she read it for us,"
she said. "It's a fun tour."
"I would never have gotten it
done without Sue." Todd said.
"She even timed the stops for
me."
He
moved
here from
Henderson 26 years ago and fell
in love with the town, he said.
"Owensboro is a special
place," Todd said.
And he wants to instill that
feeling in people who take the
tour.

AP Photo/Gary Emord-Netzley. Messenger-Inquirer
Amateur naturalist and Apollo High School physical education teacher Obbie Todd stands
near
the Daviess County Courthouse on Sunday, Nov. 23, 2008, in Owensboro. Todd has spent
a
good deal of time over the last two years researching interesting stories about the history
of
downtown Owensboro. Starting in January the resulting 30-minute downtown walking tour
with
and MP3soundtrack will be available for free from the Owensboro-Daviess County Conventio
n
& Visitors Bureau.

Filmmaker shooting documentary in western Kentucky
EDDY VILLE, Ky.(AP)- A western Kentucky
county that officials say lost much of its history
to the Land Between the Lakes project will be
featured in a television documentary next year
that will focus on its vanishing past.
Producer Sam Koltinsky of Princeton says
'The History of Lyon County" is expected to be
completed late next year as pan of the Kentucky
Educational Television series "My Kentucky
Home."
Koltinsky says he's conducted one round of
interviews and expects to complete a second
round in the spring. He says the project will cover
the fomiation of Lyon County, the Civil War,
1937 flood and the relocation of Eddyville and

thr

Kuttawa. He also plans to include the county's
iron industry and the Kentucky State
Penitentiary.
Funds for the project are being raised by the
Lyon County Historical Society, according to
Sally Whittington of the society's board of directors. She told The Paducah Sun that each episode
costs about $60,000 and about half that amount
still must be raised.
Whittington has been collecting pictures and
newspaper clippings as she lines up people for
Koltinsky to interview.
She said the towns of Eddyville and Kuttaw a
were moved and the onginal town sites are now
at the bottom of Lake Barkley.

North Office •700 N. 12'h St.•753-5626
Main Office • 405 S. 12th St.• 753-LOAN

ww.themurraybank.com

"You just don't point at an old building and say,
'Yeah. I remember when' because it's not there
anymore." Whittington said.
Whittington hopes the documentary will
include some of the industnes from the 1800s,
including a wagon spoke factory, shipbuilding
and iron production.
Whittington said moonshine was also once a
product made in Lyon County for transport to
Chicago during prohibition. She says the moonshine still used to distill corn liquor may have
originated in Lyon County.
Koltinsky will cross the state in the course of
the episodes. but "I started in western Kentucky
first." he said.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00430

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Clod Action No 08-CI-00441
CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC,

PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
PAUL L PATTERSON, A/KA PAUL PATTERSON.
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY FINANCE
AND ADMINISTRATION CABINET. DEFENDANTS

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK. NA,

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the and
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved In prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other miner
,do, if any
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Pail I. Patterson oy deed
dated June 5. 2006, of record in Book 647, Page 490 in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned prcperty shall be sold or.•crush or credit boats of thirty 1301
days, but if sold on,credit of thirty 301 days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Corruniesioner one-third 1/3) of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and eitfficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety. bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner. but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 5th day of December, 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DEFENDANTS

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway rircult
Court on November 10. 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $82,264 34. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wedneeday. January' 7. 2009, at the
hour of 1000 am. local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 4507 Kirkaey
Road. Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows.

A 0 483 acre tract, more or Ism, of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky. September 1993 located at the intereection of
Highway 94 and Jones-Sparkman Road approximately 7 miles west of the intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray. Calloway County.
Kentucky. and being more particularly described as follows.

A tract of land located in the Southeast quarter of Section 23, Thwnehm 3.
Range 3 Ewe, and more particularly described as follows

Beginning at the Southeast corner of the herein derwribed tract of land, said
point being a #4 rebar set 30.00 feet north of the centerline of Highway 94 and
25.00 feet west of the centerline of Jonee-Sparkman Road.
Thence South 73 deg
42- west- 141 39 feet with the north side of Highway
94 to a *4 rebar set at the southwest corner of the herein described tract of land,
Thence, North 00 deg 49 02' Went 173.16 feet with the Eugene Moore East
Property Line, Deed Book 160, Card 362, too *4 rebar set at the northwest corner of the herein described tract of land,
Thence. North 88 deg 34' 47- eaat • 136 18 feet with the Dillard Hiclur South
Property Line, Deed Book 168, Card 1350 to a e4 rebar set SI the northeast corner of the herein described tract of land,
Thence. South 00 deg 43 55' east- 135 81 feet with the wet side of JonesSparkman Road to the point of beginning
This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements and right-of-ways
Note The acreage indicated In this legs) description is solely for the purpose of
identifying said tract and is not to be construed aa to insuring the quantity of
Being the same property conveyed to Floyd Turley and wife, Candice Turley, by
deed from Jerry West, et ux dated November 29. '2905, of record in Book 628.
Page 39, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on,cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on,credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-thud( 1r3) of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 129' per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be
retained on thy property as additional secunty All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ai)...ertameci and paid by the Commissioner, but the property alkali be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes

Beginning at a point in the centerline of Kentucky Highway 299 and at the
Northeast corner of a tract of land now owned by Bob Dodson. thence, West :89'
to a stake, thence North 158 to a stake. thence Emit 189 to the centerline of
said highway. thence South arid along the centerline of said Highway 158 to the
point of beginning
There is excluded from this deed any right of way heretofore conveyed to the
State of Kentucky
This property is subject to all previously conveyed right-of-ways and easements
Grantors reserve a permanent right of way easement over the driveway located
on the North edge of said property, said driveway to be used for transporting
farm machinery from Kentucky Highway 299 to Grantors'farm located North
and West of the property herein described 4Easement as described in
previous
deeds of record I
Except any interest in the coal, oil gas and other minerals underlying the
land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other
miner
ale, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Eric R. Payton. et ux.. by deed from Billy
D Sheridan. et tix.. dated January 30. 2007, of record in Deed Book €79, Page
739, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit balm of thirty (30)
days. but if sold on,credit of thirty 1301 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third 41/31 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equa' installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 129' per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 5th day of December, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

'
PLAINTIFF.

PLAINTIFF,

CRYSTAL CAMFIELD,

Beginning at a concrete corner in the East right-of-way line of Kentucky
Highway No. 94),60 ft road also known as Eggner's Ferry Road), said concrete
corner being 2031 58 feet In a Northerly direction along the East right-of-w•y
line from the Northeast corner of the intersection of Ky Highway 94 and Spoon
Grove Road )a 30 ft road also known as Turner Road or RH-1023),
thence with fence line, South 4 deg 01 minute. East 385 50 feet to the
Northeast corner of the tract owned by Mary Elizabeth Caldwell Robinson.
thence, in a northwesterly direction (being approximately 263 feet along a hoe
approximately North 50 degrees West ) to a point in tile Earn line of Kentucky
Highway No 94 at a point 282 79 feet in a Southerly direction from the concrete
corner which is point of beginning.
thence. North 40 deg 11 minutes East 282 79 feet to the point of beginning
Subject to all reetrictions, condition, and covenants and to all legal highways
and easement.
Being the same property conveyed to Earl Rogers and wife. Melanie Rogers, by
deed from Donald Eugene Robinson. et al . dated January 6, 2004. of record in
Book 569. Page 242 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be *old on a cash or credit basis of thirty 130;
days. but if mold on a credit of thirty 430i days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner the sum of ten percent 110%4 of the bid amount and execute
bond with guod and sufficient sleety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due anu payable within
thins days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner but
the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position:
HfitPt.PN- Full lime,
Mon-Fri, 10p-6a.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066

LQURNEY

VS NOTICE OF SALF

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 10, 2008, In the above utilise, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the ipproximate amount of $124,043.80. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Cow thouse door rn the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday, January 7, 2009, at the
hour of 10.00 am local time or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 10241 State Route
94 E, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows

TEXAS HOLD U1

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00333
CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC,

VS NOTICE OF SALE

This 5th day of December. 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

ERIC R. PAYTON,A/KA ERIC
PAY'TON, TABATHA L PAYTON,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 10, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88,622 03. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday. January 7, '2009, at the
hour ot 10.00 a.m , local time, or thereabout, the following descnbed preperty
located in Calloway County. Kentucky with its addreas being 6738 State Route
94 Wait. Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows

This 5th day of December, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLA/WAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 08-CI-00342

PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

PLAINTIFF,

CANDICE TURLEY, FLOYD TURLEY,

Commencing at. stake in the N C and St. L Railway Company right of way
on
the North side of Mason's Crossing, thence in a Northerly direction along the
right of way of the N C and St L Railway Company for a distance of 253 feet
to
an Iron stake at the point of beginning; thence, in a Westerly direction for a Meter:se of 360 feet to an iron stake in the right of way of the Hazel and Murray
Highway 4Highway No 641), thence, in a Northerly direction along the right of
way of the Hazel and Murray Highway iHighway 6411 for, distance of 110 feet
to an iron stake; thence in an Easterly direction for a distance of 360 feet to an
iron stake in the right of way of the N C and St L Railway Company; thence in
a Southerly direction along the N C and St. L Railway Company right of way
for a distance of 110 feet to the point of beginning

EARL ROGERS. MELANIE ROGERS.

The Bank of New York Mellon Truett Company,
National Aseociation, fraa The Bank of New York
Trust Company. NA., as Successor to JPMorgan
Chase Bank NA. as trustee,

Las"
Wks
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00353

VS NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of• Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
Court on November 24, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $78.918 34. I shall proceed to
offer for
aide at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County.
Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday, Januari 7, 2009,
at the
hour of 10.00• m , local time, or thereehout, trie following described
preperty
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 6853 U
S
Highway 641 South, Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described
as follows.

Deutsche Bank National Company. as Trustee for the
Ceruficateholders of Morgan Stanley ABS Capital Inc Trust
2004-NC2 cio Countrywide Home Loans, Inc
7105 Corporate Drive. Plano, TX 75024.

Joel
Poulos

Legal
Nodes

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Cucuit
Court on November 10, 2008, in the above cause. to 'vilify the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $67,517 04,1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction an Wednesday, January 7, 2009, at the
hour of 10 00 a m , local time, or thereabout the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with Its address being 702 Sycamore
Street, Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows
Sixty feet off the East of Lot No 20 in Clubview Heights Subdivision to the City
of Murray, Kentucky. as shown by plat in Deed Rook 65. Page 545 in the office
of the Calloway County Court
Thin Lot ie 60 feet East and West by 140 feet North and south
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements :n favor of the estate of geld coal, oil, gas and other minerals if any
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Crystal Camfield by deed
from Lou Vena McGary-Hztzler. et vir., dated October 1. 2007, of record in Book
715, Page 545, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 4301
days but if sold on a credit of thirty 4304 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third I 1/31 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and eufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 1270 per annum from the date of
sale until paid and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall he
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxis if any shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner. hut the property shall be sold sub
Jeri to the current ad valorem taxes
This 5th day of December 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Saturday January 17,
2009
Knights of ColumbusMurray KY
270-752-3333
$100 Buyin/$2500 1st
Place/Top 10 Paid
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do omur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
ary of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

* *1
HOLLY-DAY
* SOLOMON!
Gl% e a

*
*

LOST: Female Irish
Setter Mix in Browns
Grove/Lynn
Grove
area on Dec. 8th. $200
Reward. 293-9217

GIBSON Truck Lines
is taking applications
for OTR Drivers Must
be al least 25 years
old 8 have 3-years
venfiablo OTR aspenence Year round
freight, average pay
$80051000 week
(270)767-0191

to the

1tRRkY

LEDGER&TIMES

I Home Delivery
Local Mall
rcuixeir
I 3 ma,
6o.
13100 3.o......._43316
I 1 yr.--SM.* '-S.--MN
1 yr. ----$110.116
Rest of KY/7'N

060
Helpasnted

gitt subscription

Meyer & Rticharaor

I 3 filo.
6 mo.—.-....590.00
1 yr.-----4120.00

Ali Other Mail
Subscriptions
3o0.
6 too.
1 yr. ....... $145.00

1
Check

Money Order

Visa

Name
I St Address
City
I State_ _

ZIP

1
1
1
1

Daytime Ph _
Mail this coupon with payment to

CLASSIFIED EMAILS:
classified.murrayledger.com

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2701 753-1916

amorrisamurrayledger.com
a.

1
1
1
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CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Alive
Fw Ole
PUBLIC .
140T10E
Lambert. Jame* & Eclustein LH Pit Box 150
Paducah. KY 42002-0150 hereby declare!. intention
to apply for a Limited Restaurant Alcoholic
Beverage by toe drink license no later than 1 17108
The bugaboos to be licensed will be lia•ted at 804
Chestnut Street. Murray Kentucky 42071 doing
business as cart.o. Pizza
i owners Principal
Officers and Directors. Limited Partners or
Meir.bersi are as follows Member, Thomas Lambert,
Jr of 6325 Meadville Rd Paducah. KY 42001
Member, John &totem of PO Box 1178 Paducah,
KY 42002 Member, C Ronnie James of 730
Highland Church Rd , Paducah KY 42002 Member.
Jeffrey L James of 120 Fairchase Ur Paducah KY
42002
Any person, association, corporation or body politic
may protest the granting of the license's, by writing
the Department of Alcoholic Beverage ('ontrol, 1003
Twilight Trail, Frankfurt. KY 40601-8400, within 30
days of the date of this legal publication.

Card of Thanks
Marie Pratt Cavitt
would like to thank
everyone who offered
ga
prayers, support, and
donations to assist in
our time of need A
special thanks to the
Greater Hope Baptist Church, St.
John Missionary Baptist, both of
Murray, KY., New Greater Love
Missionary Baptist Church of
Paducah, KY., Springcreek Nursing
Home staff for years of dedicated care
and service. We would like to also
thank our honorary Aunt Barbara
Wells Hines for always being such a
good friend and like a sister to Marie.
We would also like to express our
thanks to J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. the pallbearers and the hon
orary pallbearers, who helped to
make this time more bearable for the
family and friends. Mom we love you
and we miss you.
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270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

14,

MOVING,
MUST
SELL!
SUPER DEALSM

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.4
3
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

TANGLEWOOL)APARTMENTS
1750 Lowes Drive Murray. KY 42071

Some restrictiorLs apply
Call Job or details
270-604-0850 1TY0 K00-648-6056
A& F Warehousing
Near MSU $20 50
753-7668

LARGE 38R $295.00
753-6012
NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866
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Keg waned

Re-Advertisement. Assistant Database
Administrator,
Information
Systems
Department.
Full-time, non-tenure track
position
begin
to
February.
2009.
Qualifications. Bachelor's degree in computer
science or related field required. Oracle DBA
experience ma'
) be excnanged for the
Bachelor's degree requirements on a year-foryear basis
Minimum one year of experience
with Oracle 9+ DBMS as an administrator
required One year experience with Linux and/or
Banner preferred. Must have strong oral and
written communication skills: ability to work as a
member of a team. Responsibilities Under
direction of the Manager. Applications
Development, support the institution's activities
related
to
installation.
configuration,
maintenance and upgrades to the Operational
Data Store and other databases as required
Application Deadline January 9th, 2009. To
Apply: Send letter of application, resume, and
contact information for three references to
Chair, Assistant Database Administrator Search
Committee, Applications Development Services
and Support, Information Systems. Murray State
University, 112 l&T Building, Murray. KY 420713347. Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State Unryersity is an equal'
education and employment opportunity M/F/D.
AA employer.

Randy Thornton Company
- established ft
Havelipeisingt-forISVAC Service'
Technicians.And HVAC.Dtict
• and.install Mechanics
- Must held a current KY dclurneyman s
, License And be EPA certified •

I
pit

•We offer excellent pay and
more than competitive benefit package
Send resume to
802*CNestnut St.
Murray KY - 421171.
140

`.•

11

15.00
03.00
0.00i

iii

'5.00
16.00
5.00

1

He Wanted

Want to Buy

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
inurrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to yeanetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you,

WILL do house-clean
trig an/or sitting with
eiderly, 293-9934

[Dow-.
MOM COMPUTERS
Service:Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

XBOX 360 pro w/
headset, intercooler, 1
yr old, ult. alt. forza 2.
coc 4 $225. 978-2096

6I F( I ION(
tisr
wAPfl
SINS (27i:t

)11713

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
great deals
(270) 761-7653
NAVY Blue Sectional
sofa well recliner and
Lemma lounge $250
080. 753-9158
TOP gustily
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Rood Intselnes
603 Main St
753-6361
se 00.1piewit
1
HEAVY gauge horse
stalls. feeders. 2
fencers. Best offer
262-490-4692

t4Fmr4
MOTORCYCLE jackets. boots, helmets &
saddle begs. Jerry
Sporting
Goods,
Mayfield

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th.
Murray.

FIREWOOD
Oak & Hickory
(618)
841-0635
FIREWOOD.
December Special
Buy 5 ricks get 1 free
489-2839 or 293-8012

[MIL
Ideal for drum studen
7-piece CB drum kit
black, wisest, sticks
$275 firm like new
Call 227-7836

150
Articles
For &is
12' utility truck box.
Lots of compartments,
excellent condition.
52.850. 270-293-6739
7X14 enclosed tandem trl., rear door
ramp, excellent condition, elec. brakes
$3.099. 293-6739.
FIBERGLASS topper
fits Dodge Dakota cab
plus, lockable doors &
windows. $15000
OBO. 227-6237
FIREWOOD
293-2487.

11
1 Roble Noma Fir Si.
01 Fleetwood 16x80 3
BR, 2 BA. Comes with
decks, service pole &
under pinning Must be
moved $17,500 ono
270-623.4856.
270-978-2817.
1996 Wavenee, 38R,
2BA, excellent condition. (270)4.19-2525
40014 arcs trailer
New electric panel,
wiring, carpet cabinets
& air conditioners
$4.000 obo. 761-0133.
436-2796.

1 & 2 bedroom Apts
available. Walk
to
MSU. Laundry onsite,
College Farm Apts,
978-1123
1 Bedroom apaitment.
(-lean and nice. All
appliances including
W/D. No pets.
(2701436-2524 Cell
(270)293-6900
1 BR apt, various loacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1 BR, 1 BA all appliances. $350 monthly.
753-4219.
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown Murray
Lease and depose
required 753-4109
1800 Ridgewood- 2BR.
1.5BA, large closets.
carport, C/H/A. $550
per month. Lease and
deposit required. No
pets. 767-0884,
226-9566.
1BR & 2BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905
1BR Brick. Canine nr.
pets. $335.00/mo.
293-6070
2 BR, 2 BA apartment.
$500 per month. No
Pets. 293-5423.
2BR, 2 BA, w/d. 102
Park St. $550 per
month. Includes water,
garbage and cable
753-2225 or 759-1509
after 5 pm.
2 BR, 2 BA. No pets.
2209 Barnbi Ln .
270-841-5653
270-376-2746
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances fur
rushed. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
3 BR duplex. Pnce
reduced. 1st month
free to qualified applicant. Coleman RE
753-9898
3 BR, newly remodeled C'H/A. no pets
Located on campus
behind Bradley Book
Co $600 per month for
two. $675 for three
270-293-3710,
270-2934602
4 BR, 2 BA all apple
ances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898
BRAND new one bedroom in Hazel All new
appliances provided
including w/d Super
race with large deck.
Water, sewer, trash
and all electnc includ5550,mo
ed
plus
deposit
No lease
required No smoking
within and no pets
270-492-8211
Large studio apt
above Bradley Book
Co on campus newly
remodeled 1303
Chestnut Street
$675/mo Includes
water and sewage
12701293-3710

HAY for sale
Rye, Timothy! Org Gr
Sm sq. bales $3 00
753-1287
Horse Hay
$3.50 per bale
Clean grass hay.
slightly over ripe

(270) 559-1900
Leave message

CHAV1S REAL
ESTATE & AUCTION
'475 A.Catiiiit.

wwwJnurraykyapartments.eom
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

imes Fes RES

060

313R IBA with garage
C/H/A in Hazel $550
per month plus last
month & secure)/
References required
978-7441

One Bedroom - $350
Two Bedroom - $434
•kr Cable • Washer/Drier/Dishwasher
•larpet & Ceramk Tik • Cenual Hear & hr
• Patio/Desk

HAZEL 3BR 2 Rath
$350/mo + deposit
492-8526

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 .m. M-F

Do!C!?.. nort,
duplex in quiet residen
tial
neighborhood
Close to school and
hospital. W/D, CAVA.
garage, out building,
spacious
backyard,
and 1.200 sq ft semifinished upstairs. Short
term iease available.
$650 plus $400 deposit
moves you in. 607 Elm
St., Murray Available
1/05/09 293-2797.
1 BR, PET FREE AND
SMOKE FREE. NEAP
HOSPITAL,
ONE
YEAR LEASE. HARDWOOD
FLOORS.
$325
226-8006

\l)\1 1119 \
'
,lull \(.1

JAL RENTALS
INI1141-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Center *1121 S & Glendale.
axis $25 10x15 $40
12701436-2524
(270)293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

430

L

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
iiSecunty alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

NOW renting several
exceptionally nice,
large 1 bedrooms;
unfurnished ($350)
and newly constructed
15375 includes
microwave). All appliances including washer. dryer, and dishwasher. Availabilities in
December and
January. 759-5885 or
293-7085
SMALL 1 BR apt.
Available Dec 3rd
Water paid. $265 per
month. No pets. One
person only. 753-5980
1111111.111

4k.II ill. Po'

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime loca
non. 753-2905,
293-1480
Office space for rent.
530s4.11 SW of court
square
$250 per
month Utilities includ753-5411
ed
Retail Store in Hazel
2500 SF ei- plus 960
SF porch
Really nice! Great for
antiques, restaurant.
retail. etc
270-492-8211
Small offices and office
suites
available.
Adtacent to MSU. $.200
and up. Including utilities,
restrooms.
kitchen, conference
room & more, Century
21 Barger RE.
270-247-2421.

R

N SPAWN.

AKC registered
Bloodhound puppies
$350 270-748-5427
AKC, long hair
Miniature male
Dachshundpuppies
$150. 753-7901 or
293-2477
2 or 3 BR houses near
downtown
Murray
753-4109
3 BR house, 2 BR
house, 1 BR apt
Yearly. monthly &
weekly rentals
270-474-8000
3BR. 1.5BA, 1 acre lot
144 Countryside Dr
$650/month.
227-9577.

Alurra, Ledger la flown lair
Housing Ad Notice
All real estate adiertoed herein
0 iut-bect to the Federal Fair
I.
-110h
.1
illegal to adveriew ant reit-resat. limitation or deicnminanon bawd on race ,tator ate
gate sex liandsap. tamilial
to,in nanceal tints", or intention to toga, ant such preferMAN, 111.111tatMKIS
dwengunataxi
'etain
dearimination
in the .ak rental or adierteang
Of real e-late based on factor. in
addition to rho-u- protected
under federal law
l‘e will knoaingli accept ant'
advertising tor real ii.tak- .11,6
o noi in irirOfliru, or the la. All
pervin. are herrb, intormed
that all di.ening. a,1,ernad are
aiailablc on an equal oppstunal bail,
For Further a...mance with Fair
Housing advertoing requitement.. contact \AA Lounsel
Rene ['Milan,, 17th 5411-188
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Fee Sale

11111,
711
11g1
1 6
•Renanitul 47t1 Eann.
.Constructsat StAnns
*Iiemsedin Icv and
o
761-1.AND (5263)

3 BR. C/H/A, newly
remodeled, no pets.
1116 Fairlane $750
per month 293-3710,
293-4602
3 BR. very nice.
Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR, 1BA adjacent to
MSU. $700/mo plus
deposit 436-5085

OWNER Finance* No
credit check, low down
payment. 3BR. 2BA.
affordable
monthly
payment
(270)753-2222
HOUSE & five acres in
Coldwater 575.000.
Also up to .300 acres
available. 759-5000.
NEW Construction
Campbell Estate.
4BR, 2BA. many features. QUALITY BUILT
HOME AT A GREAT
PRICE. Call for spot.
293-9747 753-3966.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfleid

Estates.
Matt Jennings

293-7872
Owner financing available 1 704 Melrose
24hr recorded information 800 986-2789-ext
2031 cebhomes corn
Direct line
270-804-1655

C isuy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure

761-HOME
1 761HOME.COM I

(AA) Government Funds avlileble
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737
BOXER puppies..!
white males, 1 white
female. 1 brindle
female Had Parvo
shots and wormed
270-293-9178
DOG Obedience
436-2858
REGISTERED
Pomeranians. 8
months old. 5300
270-761-6149.
Shih-Tzu pups
AKC/CKC male
female. 5200-300
270-251-0310

2001 Dodge
Pleasureway, Class B
excellent condition,
25K miles 520.000
270-804-9345
ii-.71
71otrs

R"lEstub

NICE 2BR Duplex
apt. Northwood Dr.
$475.00/mo. 753-5992
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone. 750 4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

()NJ HANDYMAN
Odd Jobs. R
Remodeling P • r
Decks e!.
293-5438

2002 Dodge Dakota
Cab plus 4 7 V-8
automatic loaded.
new tires, 48,000 °Nina! miles $6,250
OBO 227-6237

2007 Lowe Aluminum
fish/ski boat 175/ trailer. All the extras.
Immaculate, less than
10 hrs. Mercury 1154stroke. 270-227-8015

•NOIMINIIM

HOUSING Authority of
Murray is now taking
applications for 1, 2, 3.
4, and efficiency apartments. These are federally subsidized
income based apartments. Apply at 716
Nash Dnve Monday Friday 7:30 -4 PM
Phone 753-5000
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

Complete
Handyman &
home repairs
tQr all home
improvements
(270)994-5579

_ iieitaio. ii S Suplies
p j

Now Available:

Apartments For Rant

X-BOX tor sale and 25
X-Box games $250
227-9827

2000 Buick Century
53,500 OW
270-293-8867

753-3853

Dresser
Twin/queen mattress
sets.
Cream loyeseat
(4) end tables
Dinning room table
14x84 Office trailer
761-0133. 436-2796

1996 Chevy Blazer
2ce 4wa all electric.
tinted windows new
tires, excellent condition 52.500 obc
227-4439

•All Size Units
Ava!!atlie
I
Now Have
Climate Control

One and Twii Bedroom Apannients
Centra: Heat and Air
Accepting Apple-more,

VACUUM
cleaners.
bags. belts & hoses
Jerry Sporting Goods,
Mayfield.

Sincerely.
Thefamily of Marie Pratt Cavitt

U! the

NEON BEACH
MINI.STORAGE

1505 Lhuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

SONY Flat Panel TV'.
Full line of alt Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's Best
XBR
wanes On display for
free delivery & set- up,
custom
surround
sound instatiaeon also
available Guaranteed
lcwest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come ;n see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc . corner of 8th and Arcadia
r,270)753-7567.

We, the family of

.
- ‘cdnestiay, December 17. 2iPtih • .111

-the Place to

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding,
firewood Insured
489-2839

1-1A1 I

‘s I I

MA
'
- ‘r.l

7ilim51-293471.4
293-27m
,
Itamilton- Granite
3301,88. IP 1.ri.
753-8087
1%1,, viurd..-1, *

C4Israd
'
UM •
•
-1AM1110-66(11116111C-CAwmaiegoili*Odeg.
Varniesien:
546.1441101Hark risienteed

753=1816 727-0611

a

YON AD
COULD BE
HERE TOIL'
ONLY 175.00

A MONTH
CALL 753-1016

\I

• ))ecki!, & special pickups
•locally owned/operated

)v.

114xur,
s

417 172
:
00.1 Ail

JOE'S JOB
's, lair
tiiipf I'

-4344 • 22-.51)44
JONES
ROOFING
Licer,e0 & iesureerFree esarnates- ,
'- 270(2930354
470;175320355

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Noun mews
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562

MASONRY
•stone • Brock
• Block Foundahons
We work all seasons
"ye!'! experere-o
(270)632-0007
270 6234456

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hoeing 0-I.

I RINTAL OP
Iliff URRAV
Continuous Gutters.
' Garage Boor Serrics &
Insured.
Repair
Owner. Greg Mansfield
436-5141 A-AFFORD(270) 293-8480
ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
ML Garage Doors
junk & tree work
Installation, repair and
maintenance for resiA TO 13 MOVING
dential and commercial
Local and
door and openers.
long distance
Including dock levelers
and dock plates. Call
Call Brian di
270-293-2357.
(270) 705-4156

ALL Carpentry
Construction
*Homes -Remodeling
• Decks -Screened
Porcnes •Garages
.Sagging
-Rotten
Floors *Termite
Damage *Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ATTIC Insulation blown
in. Start saving energy
cost now. Damn
293-1924.

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS
-4440.0,..v!aeo
T.I..,/the;!•Sales•••6enaceelriet
• ..
(270) 227-9212
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs 436-2228

NEED floor, bath,
kitchen, hot water
heaters, sheet rock
repair. Call Danny
Paschall 492-8500 or

PRECIS!
8817401115,INC.
SH1N6LE METAL
ROOFLvG EXPERTS

1270)293-1899
SCENSED A INSURED

David's Home
Improvement
LL(..
Water Damaged FlocBraces & Floe
Remodeling a
Wtli Do IC
sa & Aila- •

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
YEARRY'S Tree
Serace. Free est-mates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Ceiwittonstruction,ut
FREE
Licensed
FREE
Estimates and Insured Estimates
Additions, Drywall, Painting. Windows.
Roofing, Decks. Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

Start..., Murray
Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916
480

HOLISTIC HEALTHCARE
OF PARIS A Beacon of Hope
ACUPUNCTURE. NUTflITIONALS
AND MORE
(Practicing Since 1987)

USED TIRES

Weight Lost. Women i flestibcfre• Allergies
Pain Management *Lymphatic Drains
Facial RefintehatIon•
,CellUlif Nutrition
&Ay & Skin Care. Ear Candling

14, 15,16int*
Starting at S20

thew Horysth. L.Ae.
(131)54447W

mounted

Call 753-5606

www parisinchranber cOmlealisfichealthcare
www.mannapagee corn honstichealthcerecdpans
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Dad says daughter's interest Immune-system disorder
in girls means no sleepovers
hurts toddler

10 years ago
Births reported include a girl
Published is a picture of Shaw to Mr. and Mrs Dwayne Cmitt.
na Rushing and Tiffany Rose. Nov. 25
DEAR ABBY: My I4-yearmembers of the Calloway Coun40 rears ago
old daughter, "Melissa," is
ty High School Chapter of the
Richard Gee. Kevin Cooper
bisexual. Most girls her age
Future Business Leaders of Amer- and David Waters
were advanced
ica. delivenng gifts from the Wal- to the rank of
have sleepEagle Scouts in
Mart Angel Tree to the Santa Pro- the first court of
overs, but
honor by Boy
ject
my husband
Scout Troop 73 of Hazel The
Army. Pvt. Adam
Todd is ceremony was held at the Hazel
says
that
serving at the United Army Infantry Elementary School
any
girl
School at Fort Benning. ColumDonald R. Searfos and ('harks
Melissa
bus. Ga.
C'. Bramley are the Iwo men from
likes should
Calloway County High School Calloway County in the Decembe considLakers won 70-49 over Reidland
ber draft call, according to Mrs
ered
the
Greyhounds with Austin Wayti Gussie Adams, executive
secresame as a
high scorer kir the Lakers.
tary' of Local Board No. 10 of
boyfriend.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Woods the Selective Service.
so it is not
will be marned for 50 years Dec.
Mr and Mrs. 011ie Workman
26.
appropriate
By Abigail
will be married for 50 years Dec.
20 sears ago
lot her to
Van Buren
22.
Marine Lance Cpl. Bob 0.
spend
the
50 years ago
Futrell, son oi Mr. and Mrs. Plotnnight.
Construction workers have
er 0. Futrell. is serving with the resumed work on the new
I disagree. A girlfriend is
W.Z.
Marine Division at Camp Ler- Carter elementary school
not the same -- mainly because
buildune, N.C.
ing on South 13th Street. MurMelissa won't end up getting
Mr and Mrs. Gordon James will ray.
pregnant after spending the
be married for 50 years Dec. 24.
Elected as officers of the Altar
night with a girl. What do
Births reported include a girl Society of St. Leo Catholic Church
you think? -- MOM IN ST.
to Dr. and Mrs_ James W. Court- were Mrs. Grover James.
presiPETERSBURG, FLA.
ney, Des. 5, a girl to Kimberly dent; Mrs. John Resig. vice
presDEAR MOM: If Melissa
and Joseph McNutt, a girl to Lair- ident. Mrs. Kilcoyn. secretary. and
is romantically attracted to a
isha and Gary Sanders and a boy
Mrs. Robert Wright. treasurer.
particular girl, your husband
to Pamela and Kenneth Collins.
Recent births reported at Murhas a valid point. However,
Dec. 12; a girl to Robin and ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
Terry Underhill and a boy to and Mrs. Bill Geurin, a girl to
he is mistaken if he thinks
Martha and Howard Anderson, Mn. and Mrs. Jewel Mardis, a
that because Melissa is bisexDec. 14, a boy to Judy and Craig boy to Mr. and Mrs Joe Branual she is attracted to EVERY
Clark, Des. 16.
don and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
female she meets. That is no
30 years ago
Glenn Watkins.
more true than the idea that
Published are a feature story
60 years ago
heterosexual individuals are
and picture about John (Jack)
Dark fired tobacco sales will
sexually attracted to EVERY
Roach who has resigned from open Jan 3 at the five local loose
member of the opposite sex.
active community service follow- leaf floors. Doran's. Farris. GrowWhen it comes to friendships,
ing 10 years of work on the City ers, Planters and Outland's. The
most are platonic -- and you
of Hazel Projects. The story: was floors will begin receiving tobacand your husband should keep
written by Janice Martin.
co on Dec. 31.
that in mind before deciding
In high school basketball
James Shelton and James
whether or not to allow your
games, Murray Lady Tigers lost Blalock, both of Murray. are grad46-38 and Murray Tigers won 43- uates of Guplon Jones College
daughter to participate in sleepof
47 over teams from Hickman
Overt.
Mortuary Science at Nashville,
County. High scorers fof Murray Tenn.
were Tonya Alexander and Mike
Murray Lions Club honored
DEAR ABBY: My husBradshaw.
their wives at the annual Christband, "Donald," and I are
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Owens mas party with Leonard Vaughn. retired.
He attends social meetwill be married for 50 years Dec. president, presiding.
ings about four times a month.
'2
Food is served at these meet-

Dear Abby

Todaysomstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Dec. 17.
the 352nd day of 2008. There are
14 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 17, 1903. Wilbur and
Orville Wnght of Dayton. Ohio.
conducted the first successful
manned powered-airplane flights.
near Kitty Hawk, N.C.. using their
experimental craft, the Wright
Flyer.
On this date:
In 1777, France recognized
American independence.
In 1830, South American patriot Simon Bolivar died in Colombia.
In 1925, Col. William "Billy"
Mitchell was convicted at his
court-martial of insubordination
for accusing senior military officials of incompetence and criminal negligence, he was suspended from active duty.
EI .1%.

Murray Ledger & Times

In 1933. in the inaugural NFL
championship football game. the
Chicago Bears defeated the New
York Giants, 23-21. at Wrigley
Field.
In 1939. the German pocket
battleship Admiral Graf Spec was
scuttled by its crew, ending the
World War II Battle of the River
Plate off Uruguay.
In 1944. the U.S. Army
announced it was ending its policy of excluding Japanese-Americans from the West Coast.
In 1957, the United States successfully test-fired the Atlas intercontinental ballistic missile lot the
first time.
In 1975, Lynette Fronune was
sentenced in Sacramento, Calif..
to life in prison for her attempt
on the life of President Gerald
R. Ford.
In 1981, members of the Red
Brigades kidnapped Brig. Gen.

131 I_ ILI IF_ S.CCO
WE'RE 516w0m,
11-1 LINE TO GET
oiNa Ptc.I0RE
Tt-W-E14
QJSTA.

James L. Dozier, the highest-ranking U.S. Army official in southern Europe, from his home in
Verona, Italy. (Dozier was rescued 42 days later,
In 1986, Eugene Hasenfus, the
American convicted by Nicaragua
for his part in running guns to
the Contras. was pardoned, then
released.
Ten years ago: The United
Stites hit Iraq with a second wavc
ot punishing airstrikes. Republicans
advanced the impeachment case
against President Bill Clinton to
the House floor for a debate the
following day. House Speaker-designate Bob Livingston shocked
fellow Republicans by admitting
he'd had extramarital affairs.
Five years ago: Former Illinois Gov. George Ryan was indicted on corruption charges. (Ryan
is serving a 6 1/2-year federal
prison sentence for racketeering.)

ings, and he usually brings pan
of the meal home Then he
announces that the food is his
snd that I shouldn't eat any.
Abby, his "take-home" will
stay in the refrigerator for a
day or so, and I have to see
ft every time I open the door.
It often looks delicious -- not
the kind of thing we usually
have for meals at home. Don
will then eat it in front of me.
and it kills me that he won't
share.
I have tried telling my husband that he should share his
food, but it anows hint into a
rage. He claims the food is
his because it was pan of a
meal he didn't finish and
brought home to eat.
I'd like your opinion because
I consider this cruel. Who's
right? -- JAYNE IN MIAMI
DEAR JAYNE: You are, and
I can see how your husband's
behavior is hard to swallow.
His actions are not only selfish but also intimidating. People who won't share food are
usually selfish about other
things as well
Allow me to share a bit of
advice: On the nights when
your husband is socializing,
make some plans with some
of your women friends. Because
you're not getting your treats
at home, get them elsewhere.
•••
Dear Abby Ls written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear
Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 3yew-old grashon has been diagnosed with GutIlain-Barre Syndrome. Could you please enlighten me on this mysterious disorder"'
He has undergone MR1a, spinal
tars and more We were told it
could come
from a previ
ous respiratory infection.
We've also
been told he
is not to have
any more flu
shots, as this
could sometimes trigger
the condition
He's
unable
to
By
walk or use
Dr. Peter G0t1 the
fine
movements of
his hands, and it seems to have
affected his speech. His face looks
tired. He has physical and occupational therapy three times a week
Will he recover fully? I hurt just
seeing him hurt.
DEAR READER: GuillamBarre Syndrome is a rare disorder in which the body's immune
system attacks a portion of its
central nervous system. It can affect
anyone at any age. About one
person in every 100,000 suffers
from the syndrome. It is unknown
what sets the disease in motion.
It hits been known to occur a
few days or weeks after syntptoms of a respiratory or gastrointestinal viral infection appear
Because vaccination can trigger
the condition, your grandson's
physicians are correct in denying
flu shots
Initial symptoms include a tingling sensation in the legs that
can spread to the arms and upper
body. The intensity can increase
until certain muscles cannot be

used at all. Symptoms can progress
over the course of a few hours
to a few weeks The greatest
degree of weakness is generally
observed within the first two weeks
following initial symptoms, and
most patients are at their weakest poini by the third week
During the progression, patients
may require the use of a heart
mmutor, respirator or other equipment that can help the body function Because of the sophistication of the equipment. patients
are most often treated in a hospital. Recovery can occur in as
little as a few weeks with adjunct
equipment
There is no cure for GuillainBarre. but there are several therapies that can lessen the seventy of the illness and speed recovery in most patients.
Plasma exchange is one form
of therapy. It removes whole blood
from the body. The blood is then
processed so the red and white
cells are separated from the plasma. The blood cells, without the
plasma, are then returned to the
body, and the body then quickly
and naturally replaces the plasma
With immunoglobulin therapy,
a physician gives small quantities of proteins intravenously that
the immune system uses to attack
invading organisms.
Both piocedures are equally
effective, but immunoglobulin therapy is easier to administer.
Steroid therapy has also been
used to reduce the severity of symptoms. However, clinical trials have
determined the treatment is ineffective.
Scientists continue to concentrate on researching new treatment while expanding and refining the ones that are currently in
existence. The physical and occupational therapy your grandson is
undergoing is appropriate.

Dr. Gott

Horoscope

by tocobeNme war

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for often, but you might want to rein
Thursday, Dec. 18, 2008:
in any risks that could be damMost of this year has a theme of aging. A partner could come ragthe unexpected running through ing out of the blue.
it. You might wonder what it GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
will take to calm down your per- **** Stay anchored and know
sonal life. Work might be what you want. Evaluate and
consider your priorities. A family
demanding or hard. Don't take
or domestic issue could weigh
others or your work for granted. heavily
or your soul. CANCER
If you are single, meeting some- (June 21-July 22)
one could be easy, though this **** Keep conversations
might not be the best relation- moving. Still, there could be a
ship year. If you are attached, speechless moment. Question
you could find a lot to squabble what is going on with a neighbor
about. Instead, find cortunon of associate Your biggest probtopics of agreement. Add in lem will be listening.
more romance. VIRGO can be LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Deal with finances, giftchallenging.
giving and last-minute costs. You
could be overwhelmed by everyThe Stars Show the Kind of thing that lands on your plate.
A
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; child or loved one could be more
4-Positive, 3-Average; 2-So-so; fiery and direct than you might
like.
1-Difficult
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You are in your own eleARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** The unexpected could put ment. Understand what others
might be saying behind the
quite a dent in your plans. Be
ready to flex. You also might be scenes. especially if you contindisappointed. Someone at a dis- ue to be withdrawn.
tance leaks facts. Make sure ills UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
*** Take time and think before
not hearsay.
you make a decision. You could
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
uriderstand now
it*** Handle a situation care- 'De
fully. Your creativity emerges much this fatigue is impacting

you Others are very fiery and
upset.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
***** Knowing what you
want is the first step in getting it.
A child or loved one lets everyone know how unpredictable
and easily dissatisfied he or she
Is.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec,
21)
**** Take a stand if possible.
You will find that others see you
as severe or authontahan. You
will accomplish a lot Harness
your energy and USG Ii constructively.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Reach out to others
Think about those at s distance
In order to understand where
someone is coming from, you
need to read between the lines
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Deal with individuals
and get to the bottom of a problem. A caring relationship is
enhanced because of your focus
and attention
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** if you have hopes of getting something done, do close
your door. People keep popping
in and out. Someone might be
pusning his or her luck dealing
with you.
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42 Scope
46 Toga party site
49 CD preceders
51 Flintstone dad
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of song
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56 Comply
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14 Jungle king
15 Has a cough
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22 Fluffy quit
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1 Type of parrot
2 Give off heat
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Inside Job
RACERS LOOK TO
GET MORE POST
PRODUCTION PRIOR
TO START OF
SECOND
OVC SEASON
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Rob Cross maintains that
every game is a learning experience.
Win or lose. On the road or at
home.
Considering his team nearly
pulled off one of the biggest
Wins in Racer history on Sunday
by corning back from 21 points
down, one thing the first year
head coach hopes his team
learned Sunday at Evansville
was to not let history repeat
itself.
"We have to play for 40 minutes," he said. "That's the bottom line and we didn't do that
against Evansville."
MSU fell 57-52 after tying
the game at 48-all with just over
two minutes to play at Roberts
Stadium.
"What I saw on tape was
what I saw in person," Cross
continued. "I didn't see any surprises. We didn't play aggressive to start the game and it
wasn't like we weren't getting
shots up. We were, however,
passing up good shots. When
you pass up good shots against
good teams, you end up taking
contested shots and that was the
difference in the game."
The Racers now have an
opportunity to make up for
Stinday's performance when
they play host to Alabama A&M
tonight at the Regional Special
Events Center. MSU closes out
the week with a game at home
against Houston Baptist.
If nothing else, with the
remainder of the Ohio Valley
Conference slate to begin after
the first of the year. Cross hopes
he can use thi:: week's games to
MiCHAEL DANN ' Ledger & Times
develop more of an inside Angela Mullins can expect to get more looks on the inside
in the coming week as head ccach
game.
Rob Cross looks to build on his inside game before the Racers kick off their
second portion of
III See RACERS,2C
the OVC schedule in January.

OVC WOMEN'S ROUNDUP

Turnovers doom Lady Govs
at Middle Tennessee
NC CENTRAL nnwl/141 TENNESSEE STATE
By OVC sports information
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
— Austin Pray committed 25
turnovers for a second consecutive game, but this time it did
not go unpunished in a 62-53
non-conference loss to Middle
Tennessee Tuesday night at the
Murphy Center.
Austin Peay (4-6) committed
25 turnovers three nights previous and escaped with a doubledigit
win
against
SIU
Edwardsville. However, on this
night. Middle Tennessee turned
APSU's 25 turnovers into 25
points. Those points proved to
he the difference in a game
which the Lady Goys had a good
offensive night. making 40.7
percent (22-of-54) of its field
goals and dominating the boards
— posting a 36-29 rebounding
edge.
Middle Tennessee (7-4) did
its best to run away and hide
early in both halves. In the opening frame, the Blue Raiders
jumped out to a 10-2 lead in the
opening three minutes, but could
not extend their lead. Austin
Peay ultimately got back within
one point. 22-21. with 5:39 left
on Salem Richardson's jumper
but was unable to take the lead.

Back-to-back three-point field
goals pushed the MTSU lead
back to eight points before
APSU made the half's final two
field goals to set the halftime
deficit at four points. 29-25.
The Lady Goys came out in
the second half and got back-toback jumpers from Nicole
Jamen and April Thomas to tie
the game. 29-29. for the first
time since the game's opening
moments. An Ashley Herring
jumper tied the game at 31-31
with 17:18 left, but Middle
Tennessee responded with a 236 scoring run to break the game
open. Austin Peay added to its
woes during that scoring run
with a five-minute field goal
drought and ultimately was
down 17 points. 54-37. by the
time the nin ended at the 7:44
mark.
Austin Peay was not finished
as it slashed the lead to nine
points. 56-47, with 3:17 left
courtesy a pair of Brooke
Faulkner jumpers and two
Whitney Hanley free throws.
However, that was as close as
the Lady Goys would get as
MTSU made its free throws
down the stretch.
Faulkner led Austin Peay

with 11 points on the bench.
including the team's only two
three-point field goals. Thomas
added 10 points and eight
rebounds while Herring chipped
in 10 points Alysha Clark led the
Blue Raiders with 22 points and
nine rebounds in 26 minutes.
Brandi Brown added 14 points.
MTSU made 41.8 percent (23of-551 of its field goals in the
contest and committed 16
turnovers
NC Central 64,
Tennessee State 60
DURHAM. N t
The
Tennessee State University
women's
basketball
team
dropped a 64-60 down-to-thewire decision to North Carolina
Central Tuesday evening at
McLendon-McDougald
Gymnasium.
Tennessee State falls to 4-7
while North Carolina Central
moves to 2-9 on the season.
Tiffany Jackson recorded her
third double-double of the season with 25 points and 1(1
rebounds while Kendra Appling
added 17 points.
The Lady Tigers got off to a
choppy start and went scoreless
in the opening four minutes of
the game. After falling behind 7-

0. TSI.1 finally got on the board
on a three-pointer from Charisse
Hicks.

School

WOMEN'S
STANDINGS

Morehead State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Murray State
Tennessee State
Eastern Kentucky
Jacksonville State
SE Missouri State
UT Martin

OVC(Overall)
2-0(7-2)
2-0 (8-3)
1-0(2-6)
1-1 (4-61
1-1 (4-5)
1-1 (4-7)
1-1 (3-5)
0-1 (1 -7)
0-2(4-5)
0-2 (1-7)

flaw
N C Central 64 Tennessee Stale 60
Middle Tennessee 62 Austin Peay 53
Wasecesar
Jacksonville Si vs Tex A8M.0 C 40 m
(al Jacksonville, Fla
Tennessee Martin at Belmont
5pm
Morehead Stale at Detroit-Mercy 6 p m
Alabama A&M Si Murray State
7pm
Tempo
Jacksonville State vs Longwood 4 p m

(at Jaekstwwilie Fla

Evansville at Tennessee Tech
7pm
Rem
Morehead State at Toledo
6p m
Houston Baptist at Murray State 7 p.m
Tennessee State at Vanderbilt
TBA
Samoa
Austin Peay at Alabama
2p m
SE Missoun State at Providence 3 p.m
Eastern lilinois at Indiana Stale
8p m
Swum
Tennessee Martin at Vanderbilt
1 p.m
Murray State at Miami 101-11
I pm
Tenn Tech at Southern Illinois
2p m
SE Missouri State vs TBA
TBA
(at New Orleans. La

STEVE CANNON / AP
Tennessee Te.ch's Daniel Northern, left, attempts a shot
against Florida State's Jordan DeMercy in the first half
Tuesday in Tallahassee. Fla.

Seminoles
shake off
TTU
NORTHERN LEADS GOLDEN
EAGLES WITH DOUBLE-DOUBLE
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP)
— Toney Douglas scored 28
points and Ryan Reid's threepoint play broke open a tie game
as Florida State shook off
Tennessee Tech 69-59 on
Tuesday night.
Reid's three-point play with
3:59 left broke a 55-55 deadlock
as the Seminoles closed the
game with a 14-5 run to improve
to 10-1. equaling the best start in
school history.
It was not easy. The Golden
Eagles (6-3) overcame a sixminute scoreless stretch and a
53-44 deficit in the second half.
Consecutive 3-pointers by
Kevin Murphy and Daniel
Northern's putback basket
keyed an 11-2 run. DJ Lindsay's
runner down the lane with 4:25
remaining tied the score
Reid finished off a Derwin
Kitchen basket to break the
eighth deadlock of the game.
then added a free throw after the
final media timeout to put
Honda State in front to stay at
58-55.
A layup by Douglas and a 3pointer by Kitchen finally gave
the Seminoles some breathing
MORI.

Douglas was the lone doublefigure scorer for the Seminoles,
who won despite committing a
season-high 24 turnovers.
Northern led the Golden

MEN'S
STANDIMIS
ovc tovenin

School
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Jacksonville State
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Tennessee State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Tech
UT Martin
SE Missouri State

2-0(5-3)
2-0(3-7)
1-0(6-1)
1-1 (7-3)
1-1 (5-3)
1-1 (3-5)
1-1 (3-6)
0-1 (6-3)
0-2(3-5)
0-2(2-8)

Tour
Florida State 69, Tennessee Ted1 59
Wereetscor
Tennessee State at Alabama
7p
Jacksonville State at ',JAB
7 p.m.
Austin Peay at Arkansas
7 05 p
Tr
James Madison at Morehead St. 11 a.m
BfeSCFEi at
7 p.m.
Flow
Stephen F Austin vs Austin Peay 7 p.m.
at Fayetteville, Am )
lastaart
Murray State vs South Florida
2 p vi
at San Juan PR)
Tennessee Tech at Vanderbilt
5 p rn
Eastern Kentucky at Cincinnati 5 30 p.m,
Jacksonville State at Iowa State
Sp m
Sweet
Murray State vs Oral Roberts
2 p to
at San Juan PR )
Western Illinois at SE Missouri St 3 p m

Eagles with 14 points and 15
rebounds. while Will Barnes and
Murphy added 13 each.
The Seminoles held a 32-31
lead at the break after the teams
traded the lead seven times and
forged five ties over the first 20
minutes.

PREP FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

Kentucky-bound QB is
Indiana's Mr. Football
NEWTON

LED
TEAM TO THREE
STRAIGHT SA
TOURNEY FINALS
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Quarterback Morgan Newton, a
University of Kentucky recruit
who led Cannel's Greyhounds
to three straight
Class 5A tourney
finals and the
championship in
2007.
is
Indiana's high
school
Mr.
Football.
Morgan
The
2008
award was announced by The
Indianapolis Star. the sponsor. in
Wednesday's editions.

The 6-foot-5, 220-pound
Newton was a dual threat at
Carmel, passing for 1.938 yards
and 22 touchdowns and rushing
for another 1,664 yards and 26
TDs in his senior season. He
also passed for 1,854 yards and
25 touchdowns and ran for 743
yards and 11 TDs the previous
year, when he led Cannel to its
sixth championship.
The Greyhounds reached the
title game again last month and
had a 33-19 lead before Center
Grove scored three touchdowns
in the final six minutes for a 3633 win.
A two-time Associated Press
first-team All-State selection,
Newton is the first Mr. Football
winner from Carmel but the
third for coach Mo Moriarity,
•See UK,2C
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Cott ME',OOPS ROUNDUP

I

Getting Back On Track

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.

CHISM HELPS No. 16 TENNESSEE BEAT No. 24 MARQUETTE
NASHVILLE. Tenn. AP
The Southeastern Conference is
struggling so far this season with
Tennessee the only team in the
league currentl.v ranked. The
Big East has a record eight
teams in the Top 25.
So a perfect time for the Big
East to burnish its reputation.
right? Not in Nashville. at least
not when Tennessee is involved.
Wayne Chism scored a
career-high 26 points, and No.
16 Tennessee beat No. 24
Marquette 80-68 on Tuesday
night to give the SEC a sweep of
the first doubleheader in the
Southeastern Conference/Big
East Invitational.
Vanderbilt beat South Florida
71-52 in the first game.
The Big East won three of
four when the conferences did
this last season. The second doubleheader is Thursday night in
Cincinnati.
featuring
Mississippi
State
against
Cincinnati and Mississippi facing No.9 Louisville.
In other games involving
ranked teams on Tuesday. it
was: No. 5 Texas 88, Texas
Southern 72; and No. 25
Clemson 76, North Florida 36.
Under coach Bruce Pearl.
Tennessee improved to 6-1 in
the Somrnet Center. where the
Vois turn the arena into a home
away from Knoxville every time
they visit. They had 9,498 fans
painting the arena orange on
Tuesday night.
MARK HUMPHREY / AP
"Nashville has been a great Marquette's Lazar Hayward. right, fights for a rebound with Tennessee's Wayne Chism (4)
and
Renaldo
Woolridg
e (0) in the second half Tuesday in Nashville, Tenn.
place over the last four years for
Tennessee basketball," Pearl their last three,
including a big bench with nine Vols playing at Dexter Pittman
added a careersaid. "We've played some great loss at Temple
last Saturday in least seven minutes. That and high 19 for the
Longhorns(9- L
teams and had some great which they
never led. Tyler Chism wound up being the dif- who led 35-34
at halftime.
crowds. It just keeps getting bet- Smith had
14 points and Bobby ference with officials calling 54 Abrams
had 16 points and
ter every year. I just appreciate Maze added
10 for the Vols.
fouls.
Pittman added IS as Texas
the turnout, and well, we needed
Marquette 18-21 had won
Chism scored 21 points in the scored 53 points in the second
that one needless to say."
three straight and has four second half, including a stunhalf to pull away for the home
The Volunteers (7-2) came starters averaging
in double fig- ning sequence when he dunked. win.
into the game having lost two of ures. The
Golden Eagles had then hit a 3. He was a career-best
Matthew Miller led Texas
won four of the previous six 8-of-11 at the free throw line
Southern (0-9) with 21 points.
between these schools, but this and grabbed 11 rebounds in an
10 above his season average.
team has a short bench. Coach arena he calls the Icebox.
No. 25 Clemson 76,
Buzz Williams played only eight
"I haven't lost in this gym,"
North Floiida 36
players and three fouled out.
Citisin said. "ifs been cold and
At Clemson, S.C., Trevor
-Anytime we get in foul trou- cold and cold. This was the first Booker
had 16 points, 10
ble, no matter who the player is. time 1 felt it was warm. For rebounds
and five blocked shots
we're out of whack." Williams some reason. Hike this gym,and as Clemson
moved to 11-0 for
14
•01 iCICIYS said.
it's a very good place to play the third time in four seasons.
Wesley Matthews had 30 in.
The Tigers are 43-0 under coach
for Marquette. Lazar
No. 5 Texas 88.
Oliver Purnell over the past four
HAPPY points
Hayward added 14 and krel
Texas Southern 72
seasons in games played before
ri
l
lt\s, NEW
McNeal 10.
At Austin. le
A.J. Dec. 22.
Tennessee had the deeper Abrams scored 27 points and
YEAR!

HOP)/

LINEUPS

SCHEDULE. RESULTS
Murray State

MURRAY STATE
No
41
05
50
24
23

QUALITY
8 LUSE, INC
gall Service Gereev•

WAele 61e
II ;P(den A'(e"
Out

No
04
IL
12
20
21
31
35
40
42

Pnieble Illarters
Name
Pos. Yr
Angela Mutes F
Sr
Amber Gulley G
Sr
Paige Gulley 0
Sr
Mallory Luckett G
Jr
Ashley Hayes F
Sr
1E313151.1
Name
Pos. Yr
Mallory Schwab G
Fr
i-Liainuei isuni
•
Kayla Lowe
F
Fr
erode Voloulbf G
Fr
Jana Roney
G.7F
Fr
Jessra Jackson G F
Sr
Kayla Vance
0
.ir
Jasmyne Thornier GE Jr
Kralein Kluernpers F
Fr
narn Bet
I.

Ht
6-3
5-8
5-8
5-6
5-10
Ht.
5-9
5-6
6-1
55
5-11
5-10
5-9
5-11
6-2

ALABAMA WA

4 Years
471:
1
- In A Row!
507 S. 12th St.
759-0003
Ope* mai Mesa on Satarears!

No
03
05
22
25
44
No
12
14
21
23
3,
33

34
50
55

Name
Pos
Karen Weems G
Erica Tharrpeon G
Chelsea Ma/shelf
BAllary tilermg F
DunnereJtitiorrir
MOND
Name
Poe.
Shan* Teo!
G
Nestayia
G
Ashleorte SarnunIF
Whiqulta Trotter G
mCcer
G
Gaiviele Weems C
ShaLrbe Mary
F
Fleree Brantley C
Charteyon MareC

Yr
Jr
So
So
So
Jr

Mt.
5-8
5-8
5-10
5-9
5-10

Yr.
Fr
Fr
Sr
Fr
Sr
Fr
Jr
So
Sr

Ht.
5-5
5-8
5-10
5-7
5-7
6-2
6-0
6-0
6-2

CM tines Carnal ani p.n.)
DATE
OPPONENT
RESULT
11-14
at Western Kentucky L 95-78
11-8
BETHEL
W100.68
11-21
at Alabam.a St
L6159
11-25
MID-CON T1NE NT
W 100-53
11.28
&Florida State
L85-SO
11-29
iColoraido
W75-70
12-4
at Eastern Kentucky W 73-61
11-6
at Morehead St
Tea
L 134-76
2-14
di EvartsvriM
L 57-52
DATE
OPPONENT
12-17
ALABAMA A&M
7pm
12-19
HOUSTON BAPTIST 7 p m
12-21
at Miami Unversity
2 pm
1-5
Pt UT Marton
5 30 p m
1-8
TENNESSEE ST
5 15 p m
1.10
AUSTIN PEAY
4 30 p m
1-15
at Jacksonville St
5 30 p m
1-17
at TenneSSee Ted, 5 p m
1-22
EASTERN ILLINOIS 5 15 pm
1-24
SE MISSOURI ST
515 pm
1-31
UT-MARTIN
2-5
at Tennessee St
5 30
15 P
p
2.7
at Austin Peay
2-12
TENNESSEE TECH 55P
5 15 p M
r'
2-14
JACKSONVII LE ST 5 15 pm
2-19
at SE Missouri St
7pm
2-21
at Eastern Illinois
3p m
2-26
MOREHEAD ST
5 15 pm
2-28
EASTERN KENTUCKY 5 15 p m
3-3
OVC Toum Ouarlertinals IBA
3-6
OVC bum Semifinals TBA
3-7
OVC Tourn Champ
TBa
Eirtitimon
-coon Rocky Mountain iniatatinnai

978.0355 •1702 WIN 121 N
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Tuesdays Scones
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball
Adair Co 54 Campbellsville 5.3
Casey Co 54 Somerset 47
Cochin 67 South laurel 57
Cada 97 Jenkins 45
Elliott Co 132 Boyd Co 67
Hazard 77 South Floyd 33
Jackson City 73 Owsley Co 71
Johnson Central 79. Allen Central 36
Knott Co Central 69 June Buchanan
55
Knox Central 55. Clay Co 52
Lawrence Co 71 Nlagofltn Co 56
Lou Ballard 75 Lou Fern Creek 65
Lou Eastern 71 Lou Buller 42
Lou Fairdate 62. Lou Valley 57
Lou Moore 71 Lou Pleasure Ridge
Park 67
Lou Seoma 88 Lou Atherton 77
Lou, Southern 51 Lou Doss 47
Lou Waggener 81 Lou DuPont
Manual 70
Lou Western 82. Lou Brown 53
Middlesboro 61 Harlan 47
Monticello 65, Barbourville 53
Morgan Co 62. Rose Hie Chnshan 45
Phelps del Matewan W Va . forted
Prestonsburg 66, Betsy Layne 49
Russell Co 73 Monroe Co 55
Sheldon Clan, 68 Williamson. W Va 56
Walton•Verona 65. Lloyd Mernonal 49
Wayne Co 55. McCreary Central 52
West Carter 81. Menitee Co 74
Wolfe Co 95. Oneida E3aphst 78
Hurley Tournament
East Ridge 70 Tazewell Va 57
POSTPONEMENTS AND
CANCELLATIONS
South Laurel vs Williamsburg. ccd
Berea vs DaninNe. ppd
Owensboro Catholic vs Apol1o. ppd
Muhlenberg South vs Ohio Co peel
Reidland vs Calloway Co ppd
Fulton Crty vs Graves Co . pod
Lawson Springs vs LivIngston Central
ppd
Carlisle Co vs Marshall Co ppd
Fuiton Co vs Padacah Tilghman pod
Lou Portland Christian vs Lou Holy
Cross ppd
North Bullitt vs Spencer Co pod

Madison Shame Ind vs Trimble Co
ppd to Dec 23
Garrard Co vs Madison Southern
ted
Leo Christian vs Madison Central cod
McLean Co vs Wtstesville Trinity ppd
Mason County Tournament
NLsson Co is Pendleton Co ppd
Girls Basketbell
Adair Co 59 Campbellsville 23
Barbourville 64 Oneida Baptist 40
Barren Co 66 Cavema 40
Belfry 58 Tug Valley W Va 45
Bee Co 61. Red Bird 28
Berea 62 Estilt Cc 50
Betsy Layne 61 Prestonsburg 37
Boyd Co 59. Russell 56
Conde 65, Jenkins 57
Leslie Co 66. Owsley Co 56
Lone Oak 53, Ballard Memorial 46
Lou Doss 82. Lou Southern 38
Lou Fairdele 60 Lou Valley 26
Lou Holy Cross 53. Lou Ballard 46
Lou Ky Country Day 43 Eminence 14
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 75. Lou
Moore 73
Lou Seneca 55. Lou Atherton 49
Lou Shawnee 49 Beth Haven 26
Lou Western 43 Lou Brown 39
Middlesboro 72. Harlan 50
Monroe Co 45 Russell Co 42
Pikeville 54 South Floyd 47
Shelby Valley et East Ridge 34
Sheldon Clark 77, Phelps 72. 20T
Somerset 39 Casey Co 34
South Oldham 68 North Oldham 31
POSTPONEMENTS ANO
CANCELLATIONS
Daviess Co vs S Spencer Ind ppd
North Hardin vs Lou DuPont Manual
PC7d
Lou Male vs Lou Jeltersontown. ppd
Sundt East vs Spencer Co ppd
North But vs Spencer Co . ppd
Murray vs Heath pixl
Graves Co vs klavheld pod
Fulton Co vs Paducah Tilghman ppd
Dawson Springs vs Reselland. ppd
Muhlenberg South vs Trigg Co ppd
Garrard Co vs Madison Southern.
PPO
Conner vs Cr Taft Ohio, ppel

Sports„,riefs
IN Murray's boys basketball game at Mayfield has been rescheduled
for Monday. Feb. 9. The game was onginally slated for Monday,
Dec.
15, but icy conditions caused its postponement.
II The Annual 'Breds Chnstmas Baseball Camp is open to campers
grades first through eighth and features quality instruction by the Murray
State staff and other local coaches. The one-day camp will be held on
Dec. 22 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Carr Health Building. For more information, please contact Rob McDonald at 809-4892.

•UK
From Page 1C
running or throwing, like
who
also
coached
Bo (Newton) does. He's unbelievBarzilauskas and Rex Grossman able." Moriarity said.
at
Bloomington
South.
Newton received 34 of the 52
Grossman is now with the NFL votes from the Indiana Football
Chicago Bears.
Coaches Association rating
"Even including Rex. I've board. Sheridan's Nick Zachery.
never had a kid who could just an Indiana recruit, was runnertake over a game, whether it's up with 10 votes.

•Racers
From Page 1C
Angela Mullins. MSU's only
true inside threat, has struggled
to get going. After taking the
past three years off due to the
birth of her daughter. the 6-foot3 senior
forward
from
Madisonville is averaging four
points a game and just 3.9
rebounds while averaging 16
minutes a game.
"We're not getting ball inside
enough," Cross said. "They
don't get enough opportunities.
We're trying to do things that
we're not ready to do. We're
trying to play above our capabilities at this time."
The numbers aren't much
better for fellow forwards Pam
Bell. Kristen Kluempers and
Kayla Lowe.
Kluempers and Lowe are
both freshmen and are still trying to find their way in Cross'
system.
Lowe has played in all nine
games. averaging 11 minutes a
contest, but is only getting 1.9
points a game and pulling down

1.7 rebounds. Kluempers has
played in four games, averaging
two points a game and 1.8
rebounds a contest.
"Angela Mullins has every
post move in the book." Cross
added. "She can be good. but
her time away from the game is
what's hurting her the most
right now. She can be an effective player when she plays with
confidence. When she catches
the ball, she can be a scoring
threat without question."
Alabama A&M enters the
game with a 2-4 record, but is 02 on the road, including a 59-54
loss to fellow OVC school
Tennessee State on Sunday.
In all six games this season,
the Bulldogs have been led in
scoring by Katrich Williams,
who enters the game averaging
17 points a game. Her high so
far has been 29 against Miles
University.
"Williams shoots the three
ball well and can put it on the
floor," Cross said of the 5-8 junior swing guard. "Alabama

A&M is very athletic and earls
in the season they were turning
the ball over a little and struggle
to :;hoot the ball from the floor.
But they are extremely athletic
and they crash the boards hard.
We'll have our hands full."

TV, radio
TODAY
MEN S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2- UNC Asheville at Duke
8:30 p.m.
ESPN2- Siena at Pittsburgh
NBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Boston at Atlanta
6:30 p.m.
ESPN - San Antonio at New Orleans

Locally
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6:45 p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM - Murray State
women vs Alabama AEM
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wall hesght • Any toot pilct, you niquine •Immo with storage
• Extra Windows • Extra Coors • Concrete DrIveways and Aprons • Breezeway • Available
wall
mksiio,te brick rrietil or stone • Plus many more - design your own custom. Wittcoverings vinyl, wood,
building.
• Glass In overhead doors 5 walk-in doors • Extra

270-G74-5530 or
Toll Prim 1-888-852-3451
Melber, KY • ww•Ar.hbgarsgec.com

We Offer You: Free Estimates. References and
Location
of Garages In your Area end Written Warranty

Venally Owned & Over te.,1
Contrialtted to Quality and COSIllenztr, fia,1•;si. tIon

Quality Workmanship • Quality Material
Built By Experienced Craftsman
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STRICKER PASSES UP
TRIP TO OVAL OFFICE
FOR DEER HUNTING
ey DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
THOUSAND OAKS. Calif. (API — Boo
Weekley once dropped a set of car keys in a
portable toilet and had to roll up his sleeves to fetch
them out. Another famous story was the time his
friends persuaded him to step into the ring with an
orangutan.
He has enough stories to fill a book. Now all he
needs is a publisher.
Weekley. whose homespun humor has become
more well-known with his good play on the golf
course. said Tuesday. that he is collaborating on a
book about his golf and his life.
"We're trying to find a publisher that might be
interested in it." Weekley said.
He doesn't have a working title. Weekley said
he's leaving that up to the author, whom he identified as Paul Brown of Jackson. Miss.
"He's coming up with all that." he said. "We're
just trying to start it out. how I got into golf and
what my past has been like and the things that have
come about and the things that I've overcome,just
different things like that. It's mostly about golf —
until we find a publisher. And then I started throwing some other stuff in there."
What other stuff? Weekley just smiled.

1

The Calloway County Lady Laker freshman team
won first place at the Hopkins County
Central freshman tournament this past weekend.
They were victorious over Caldwell
County (31-15). Hopkins County Central (38-16) and
Madisonville-North Hopkins (49-13).
Pictured is the freshman team with coaches Sammy
Cunningham and Chelsea Moms.

MAL OFFICE OR A DEER STAND? Only seven
Amer...an, from the winning Ryder Cup team were
in the Os al Office to meet with Presidents George
W. Bush last month. and Steve Stricker was among
thosewa,abs eani.
tough decision to skip a trip to the White
House. hut it came down to priorities.
For the last dozen years. Stricker and his fatherin-law. Dennis Tiziani. have taken family and
friends to the Upper Peninsula of Michigan for a
week of deer hunting when the season begins Nov.
IS. The trip to the White House was Nov. 17
"I wish I could have gone. but I've done this
with iny father-in-law for 12 or 13 years." Stricker
said Tuesday. "But it wasn't that hard of a decision
because it was a family thing. Besides. I was able to
go to the White House in July iduring the AT&T
National) and look around. So that made the decision es-en easier."
The only. downside?
"We didn't see a single deer." he said.
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Bobby Atkins (second from right), a member of Oaks Country Club, had
his first hole-in
one on Nov. 1. 2008 on the No. 8 green using a pitching wedge.
Witnesses were (from
left) Jerry Hopkins, Jimmy Lamb and Purdom Lovett.

LIFE OF RILEY: Chris Riley was invited to play
the pro-am Tuesday for the Chevron World

SMOOPICTOWS HONORS: For the second straight
year. the Association of Golf Writers in Britain have
honored Padraig Harrington for making the most
outstanding contribution to golf.
Harrington became only the third player to win
the Golf Writers' Trophy two straight years.joining
Tony Jacklin (1969-70) and Peter Oosterhuis
11973-74). The double major winner received just
over 90 percent of the first-place votes. with Order
of Merit winner Robert Karlsson finishing second
and Annika Sorenstarn third.
"It just shows how rare it is to peak two years
running," Harrington said. "To have one great year
and win a major is fantastic, but to follow it up tly
winning another two majors this year was beyond
anything you could have hoped for."
DIVOT& PGA Tour commissioner Tim Finchem
was ranked 17th among The Sports Business
Journal's annual list of the 50 most influential people in sports business. Commissioners from the
NBA. NFL MLB. NASCAR and the NHL ranked
ahead of him. ... LPGA champion Yam Tseng has
signed an endorsement deal with Adams Golf. ...
Boo Weekley will be making his debut in the
Middle East when he plays the Qatar Masters in late
January. "I don't know where it is, but I reckon it's
pretty far from Hawaii." said Weekley. who will
play the first two Hawaii events on the PGA Tour.
... The PGA Tow closed its offices at I p.m. last
Friday for its annual Christmas party. then canceled
the party and gave whatever it would have cost to a
local charity.

Perwers Automotive Pre-owned Specia

2002 Chevrolet Silverado LS

2004 Ford Taurus SE

1 110,000 Miles, TIC, PW/
ma
PL, CD, Regular Cab,
a
Long Bed.
Stk. #CP572B
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Challenge. and he wasn't at Sherwood
15 minutes before he started taking abuse
"Riles, you know you're not allowed to play it
you have more fairway metals than Irons: Ikaii
Wilson told him.
Riley looked at his bag with a hall -doien head
covers.
"Dude. I'm trying stuff out." he protested.
Riley was all smiles, as usual, but he had reason
to be so happy. Two weeks ago, he earned his card
at Q-school and returns to the PGA Tour with lull
status for the first time since 2006.
"It's awesome." he said.
This was a guy who came within one putt of a
playoff at the PGA Championship in 2004. where
he earned enough points to make the Ryder Cup
team and won a match with Tiger Woods until a flap
over whether he was too tired to play in the afternoon.
"That seems like forever ago." Riley said. "It
seems like another career. I feel like I'm going to
prove myself again. That last day of Q-schooL I
didn't think I would be nervous. But I was nervous
for all 18 holes."
Riley will start his season at the Sony Open.

a

2004 Cadillac Escalade

97,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #CT8166A

$7,484*

_
'

6.495'

$119,489*

2005 Mini Cooper S
No.

61,000 kiiiie. All Wheel
Drive, Heated Leather,
NAV, DVD, 7 Passenger
Stk. #GT8234A

2004 Cadillac Devine

49,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
ANC
CD, Turbo, Moonroof,
6-Speed.
Stk. #TC9181A

98,000 Miles,
Leather, Chrome Wheels
Stk. #GC8257A

$19,449*

$9,495.

2008 Chevrolet Cobalt Sport

2006 Chrysler 300 Touring

'

22,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof, Alloy
Wheels, Spoiler.
Stk. #P7026

-1-1—R 36,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL
CD, Leather, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. SICC8260A

$13,486*
1 2005 Chevrolet Impala LS 2006 Chevrolet Trailblazer LS
95,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL.
CD, Spoiler, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #GT8382A

.M111

94,786*

2005 Lexus RX 330

2009 Volkswagen Rabbit

54,000 Miles, All Wheel
Drive, Loaded, Chrome
Wheels.
Stk. #P6997

$23,914.
"cel
r `C

2007 Mercedez-Benz CLK-350

21,000 Miles, 4x4,
Moonroof, TIC, PW,PL, CD,
GM Certified Vehicle.
Stk. #P6998A

$7,495*

Asj WCA
EPIN

113,485
27,000 Miles
Convertible, Heated
Leather, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7000

441161r1/114)S

33,689

2008 Pontiac Solstice

2,600 Miles, 2.5L, 5Speed, Alloy Wheels,
Moonroof.
Stk. #GT8228A

5,900 Miles, Convertible
Automatic, Leather
Chrome Wheels
Stk. #P6994

15,787*

$2n,34
44 :

Idle and license additional $14
,
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Watch out: Holiday
season stress can

destroy your diet
AP Photo/Amy Sentetta

In a Aug. 24, 2005 fiie photo. Reconstructive surgeon Dr. Mane Siemionow achusts
her star'le bonnet as she heads into a micro-surgical procedure at the Cleveland Clinic in Cleveland,
Ohio. The Cleveland Clinic has done the nation's first almost total face transplant, a hospital
spokeswoman said Tuesday, Dec 16, 2008 Dr. Maria Siemionow replaced BO percent of
a
woman's face with that of a dead f.3male donor. The hospital spokeswoman said that the
operation was done a couple weeks ago.

First face transplant done in Cleveland
6-y MARILYNN MARCRIONE
AP Medical Writer
The nation's first near-total
face transplant has been done on
a woman at the Cleveland
Clinic, the hospital announced
Tuesday.
7 Reconstructive surgeon Dr.
Maria Siemionow replaced
dearly all of the woman's face
80 percent — with that of a
dead female donor in an operation a couple weeks ago.
The patient's name and age
were not released. The hospital
Plans a news conference
Wednesday to give details.
The world's first partial face
transplant occurred in France
three years ago on a woman who
had been mauled by her dog.
Two
others
have
been
announced since then — a
Chinese farmer attacked by a
bear and a European man disfignred by a genetic condition.
The nature of the injuries or
disfigurement that prompted the
Cleveland case are not yet
known. Such transplants are

controversial, because they are
aimed a( improving a patient's
quality of life rather than saving
it. and require recipients to take
immune-suppressing drugs for
the rest of their life.
"It is very important what
kind of recipient they selected,"
and how great the need was, said
Dr. Bohdan Pomahac, a surgeon
at Harvard-affiliated Brigham
and Women's Hospital in
Boston, which plans to offer
face transplants too.
'There are patients who can
benefit tremendously from this,"
he said. "It's great that it happened. It is a major move forward. Hopefully it will open the
door both to the public and to
other centers" wanting to offer
such transplants. Pomahac said.
Burn and severe trauma
patients have long needed better
options, but "the ethics are really controversial." said Dr.
Jeffrey Guy, director of the Burn
Center at Vanderbilt University.
The risk now is balancing
two medical risks: the need to

give strong immune suppression
drugs to prevent rejection, and
managing the risk of infection
increased by taking such medicines.
Rejection is a possibility
whenever someone receives an
organ or cells from someone
else because the body regards
this as foreign tissue. Two types
of problems can result.
The first is graft-versus-host
disease, which happens when
the new marrow attacks the
body of the recipient (the host).
The second is when the host's
body attacks the marrow or the
transplanted face, causing
inflammation and other problems at the site of the new tissue.
Either of these can be lifethreatening. They can come on
suddenly, within days or weeks
of the operation, a situation
called acute rejection. Or chronic, low-level rejection can set in
and slowly undermine the recipient's health.

My MEGAN IL SCOTT
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -- Beth Dunn is taking a
scale break. Judi Moreo is shelving her Jenny
Craig meals. And Thea ',obeli is relaxing her
fried food rule — at least for the time being.
"I'm making fun choices, and I'm enjoying it,"
said Lobell. 39, a professional speaker in Baton
Rouge, La. She wants to lose 60 pounds.
"I'll be ready to buckle down when its time to
buckle down," she added.
Holidays are often associated with parties,
goodies and the inevitable weight gain. Studies
show Americans gain about a pound during the
winter holiday season, and for many of them, the
pound never comes off.
But with many Americans stressing about their
personal finances and the down economy,
researchers predict more holiday bingeing than
usual this year. And, they warn, that's goiri• to
catch up with them in the new year, even if they
do try to get back on a healthy plan.
About one in five people eat to manage stress
over the holidays, according to Katherine Nordal,
executive director for professional practice,
American Psychological Association And people
who use food as a coping mechanism eat more as
their stress level rises, she said.
"I have been known to go through a bag of
Ruffles in less than five minutes." said Betsy
Goldman, 66, an attorney in Lake Charles, La.,
who calls herself a stress eater and habitual dieter.
"It's not necessarily that I'm hungry. I just reach.
I crave salt and if salt is not available, chocolate
will do."
The holidays are a prime time for "stress eating," said Madelyn Fernstrom, founder and director of the University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center's Weight Management Center. Womes
over family and presents and the greater availability of food make stress eaters vulnerable.
"And sweets and fats are what people always
grab when they are stressed," says researcher
Adam Drewnowski, director of the University of
Washington Center for Obesity Research in
Seattle.
Andrea Gulley-Robinson, of Rio Rancho,
N.M., said she has been reaching for the choco-

late and sour cream and onion potato chips
because of economic stress.
The 4I-year-old resort sales manager is not
making her quota at work, and her income has
taken a hit because her husband is a car salesman
and works on commission.
Gulley-Robinson, who is maintaining an 85pound weight loss from a diet supplement, said
she tries to work out harder to balance out the
extra vending machines trips. But it's not easy.
For some people, stringent eating plans don't
work during the holidays.
Dunn, 37, of Mays Landing, N.J., author of the
novel, "Social Climbers." sometimes attends four
or five parties a week. She normally adheres to a
strict vegetarian, low-carb diet but allows herself
to eat what she wants, no seconds and no dessert.
during the holidays. She also takes a break from
exercising — and the scale until the new year.
'This is the only time I'm like this," said
Dunn.
While dieting breaks during the holidays are
only natural, Fernstrom cautions against the
"Thanksgiving to Jan 1, I might as well forget it"
idea. Someone in a caloric no man's ;and for six
weeks will have a hard time getting back on track,
she said.
The new thinking is you have to pay attention," she said. "Otherwise, you will do tons of
mindless eating. You will lose control and gain
several pounds."
She recommends dieters work to maintain
weight loss as opposed to losing during the holidays and then pick up the pace in January with a
little more structure.
That's what many dieters say they are trying to
do.
Moreo. 64, a motivational speaker and selfhelp author in Las Vegas, said her goal is not to
put on more than five pounds. She gained 20
pounds between Halloween and New Year's last
year.
"I'm not going to go crazy," she said. ''But I
say to myself, 'Oh it's OK. I can have pumpkin
pie if I want. If I want to have a big helping of
sweet potatoes. that's OK.' The rest of the year
you try not to do it as much."
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Area'sfirst robotic hysterectomy
reduces pain, recovery time.
The da Vinci robotic-assisted surgery —
available in this region only at Western
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For information, phone (270) 575-2918
or visit www.westernbaptist.com.
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TOYOTA OF MURRAI
1307 South

12th St. • Murray, KY •(270) 753-4961
1-800-597-2684

rindy@dwaintaylor.com

hysterectomies.That means fewer stitches,
fewer complications and a quicker return
re your normal activities.

www.toyotsofmurray.com
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